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x	 Figure 4-1. Payload release using a half-period sinusoid: three
mass point model. Amplitude (length of tether reeled in daring
ir	 maneuver) - 933 meters, period - 104.7 seconds, release time - 141.8
seconds from start of manezver. (a) Tension between mass points vs.
time (b) radial vs. in-plate configuration: mass point spacing 1.5 laa
to show motions. w-
r
Figure 4-2. Payload release using a half-period co-sinusoid:
five mass point model. Amplitude - 533 meters, period - 209 seconds,
..release time - 230 seconds, reeling maneuver stop - 104.7 seconds.
(a) Tension between mass points vs. time (b) radial vs. in-plane
Lbehavior: mass point spacing 2 km to show motions.
Figure 4-3. Payload release using a full-period co-sinusoid five
r mass model. Amplitude
	
454 meters, period 139 seconds, release
ttime - 139 seconds from start of maneuver. (a) Tension between mass
p points vs. time (b) radial vs. in-plane behavior: mass point spacing
km to show motions.
Figure 4-4. Payload release using a full-period co-sinusoid:
vren mass point model. All parameters of run and figure same as Figure
r 4­3 (a) tension vs. time, (b) radial vs. in-plane behavior.
Figure 4-5. Payload release using a full period co-sinusoid:
t",-en mass point model with 3 = diameter kelvar tether replacing 2 mm
duiameter tether used in previous runs. Other parameters same as
FiiSure 4-3 and 4-4. Tension vs. time, (b) radial vs. in-plane
baehavior .
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1.0 Intr 1 otion
SAO studied a variety of tether dynamic and e:iectrodynamie issues
under this coatract. MASS
-
33691, beginning in Septeember 1979. This
work is the foundation upon which present and futurre tether dynamics
studies rest. Results are detailed in the followisng reports:
"The Skyhook Program: A Software Package for a
Tethered Satellite System, Including Electrodyynamic
Interactions" (Nay 1980 - Reprinted October 	 r
1982 as Special Projects Group Technical Reporrt
TP80-01).
"Investigation of Electrodynamic Stabilisation a
aad Control of Long Orbiting Tethers" (March	 [
1981).
"The Use of Tethers for Payload Orbital
Transfer" (March 1982).
"Study of Certain Tether Safety Issues".
(March 1982).
"Study of Tethered Satellite Active
Attitude Control (October 1982).
This work was performed under Dr. Giuseppe Colombo.. Principal
Investigator. Mr. David A. Arnold was Chief Analys •;t and
Co-Investigator. Dr. Mario D. Grossi, Radiophysiciist, was also a
Co-Investigator and contributed to the eleetrodynam=ie studies. The
"Use of Tethers for Payload Orbital Transfer" inelw=ded work at the
:i
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), under Dr. Manuel
Martinez- Sanchez, Co-Investigator.
The present report covers work at SAO and MIT during the period 1
September 1982 through 28 February 1983 regarding t:at SAO) reel motor
contributions to tether system total energy during -payload retrieval
and the development of control laws for stable reletase of tether
deployed massive payloads and (at MIT) space-based tethers for orbital
a.
f r
I	 4.
i
N	 ^'
transfcr and satellite servicing.
	
Dr. Martinez-Sanchez headed the:
effort at MIT. The wort was manassed by Richard S. Taylor at SAO. Tha
authors of this report are Mr. Davvid A. Arnold. Dr, Manuel
Martins-Sanchez, and Mr. Richard S. Taylor.
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2.0 Summary of Study. Conclusions, and Recommendations
Snmmart
This section presents; on the following pages. highlights of the study in the three
areas of research undertaken.
1) The effect of reeling-operations on the orbital altitude of the tether
system.
2) The development of control laws to minimize tether rebound upon payload
release.
r-
3) 1'he use of the tether for LEO/GEO payload orbital transfer.
Details of the study are given in the succeeding sections of the report and in
the Appendix.
Conclusions
As a result of this work, we conclude that:
1) Reeling operations can contribute a significant amount of energy to the orbit
of the system and should be considered in orbit calculations and predictions.
2) Deployment of payloads, even very large payloads, using tethers is a
practical and folly stable operation.
3) Tether augmented LEO/GEO transfer operations yield useful payload gains under
the practical constraint of fixed size OTV's.
4) Orbit—to—Orbit satellite retrieval limited by useful revist times to orbital
inclinations of less :than forty—five degrees.
Recommendations
Further evaluation of the payload orbital transfer concept demonstrated as feasible
in this study will lead to a full understanding of the capabilities of the approach.
It is necessary to consider-the practical limitations imposed by reasonable tether
lengths and masses, to determine the capabilities and requirements of the release end
teleoperator, and to determine its efficiency in comparison to OTV techniques,
particularly iu achieving payload orbit circularization from an elliptical Shuttle
orbit. Payload gains to GEO have been demonstrated in this study. It is reasonable
to czpect similar gains in lower Earth orbit operations.
Pale 9
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EFFECT OF REELING OPERATION
ON
}
	
	 ORBITAL ALTITUDE
OF THE TETHER SYSTEM
'STUDIED RETRIEVAL USING TWO EQUAL MASSES AND
A MASSLESS TETHER.
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'RLEEL MOTOR ENERGY CONTRIBUTION ADDS TO SYSTEM
f"NERGY.
'POST-RETRIEVAL SYSTEM ALTITUDE ALWAYS IS GREATER
THAN INITIAL CENTER-OF-MASS ALTITUDE,
'POST-RETRIEVAL SYSTEM ALTITUDE CAN BE GREATER
THAN INITIAL UPPER MASS ALTITUDE IN THIS IDEALIZED
CASE.
Smithsonian Astrophysical Obseivawty
Page 10-
f
Energy contributed to the system dauriag retrieval, or taken from 	 i
it during deployment, significantly afftects orbital altitude. For
tethers longer than about 3000 ka, the 4 ?ysteu studied: two equal
usages with a mss, as tot er. actually-- was able to "pull itself up by
its own boot-straps" to above the iaitisal altitude of the upper mass.
r'
This effect, while smaller, occurs in deeployment and retrieval
operations from the Space Shuttle and ins significant for large (10
ton) deployed payloads and realistic testher lengths. It may also be a 	 i
factor in orbital calculations with smaill (O.S ton) payloads such as
will be deployed by the TSS facility. - Inclusion of tothor mass in the
calculation significantly redrees the ailtitude gains obtained (see 	 !
text),
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ALAN	 SKYNOOK
12:52::,4 9 DEC 1982
SnulAsanlan Ast^opt►pK^l Ot+►c^w:a^
PAYLOAD RELEASE STUDY
TENS;:ON VS, TIME
MODEL UNDER INVESTIGATION
TETHER LENGTH: RO ICI (DEPLOYED UP)
SUBSATELLITE MASS:: 10 METRIC TONS
ORBITER SASS: 100 `.ETRIC TONS
DEPLOYER MASS: 0..= METRIC TONS
NUMBER OF MASS PL► _ :'ITS: 10
ORBIT: 200 KM CIR:k':JLAR
CONTROL LAN
IIAVESHAPE: FULL PE=RIOD SINUSOID
LENGTH OF TETHER ".- FLED IN': 500 ,"ETERS
PERIOD OF SINUSOI::: IA-39  SECO';DS
PAYLOAD RELEASE .. `L: 15^ SECONrS FR'.'i START
OF MANEUVER
MAS:S SYMBOL
L
I,._. Xr 0
00	 I 0-00 110 - 00 200.00 A0. 00 	 :!00.00 A0 - 03  4100.00
TIME
1: DECE.' ,BER 1982
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This figure and the one following present the most important
result of this study: that stable deployment of large payloads (10
,•	 ton range) is possible using tethers. Displaying tether tension as a
function of time clearly shows the effect of the reeling maneuver on
the system. Reel-in causes an initial increase in tension followed by
an immediate dip to the projected post-release tension. Payload'
release at 154 seconds leads to maintenance of the post release
tension attained through the maneuver with only relatively small post
release tension oscillation. Tension plots for the five mass points
used in this run are overlapped in this figure. Propagation delays in
the tether account for the curve spacing seen at each of the "turn
around*" in the curves. Tether tension remains above zero at all
times daring and subsequent to the maneuver.
ri
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Bore the radial vs. in-plane behavior (a "side view") of the
system during the deployment is shown. A mass point spacing of 1 hm
	 i
was selected for use in the plot to expand both the vertical and
	
I^
horizontal scales twenty times and clearly show. the behavior of the
tether during the maneuver. The orbiter is the bottom mass point:,
	 i^
i
the subsatellite the top mass point. Motion of-the released payload
Is not shown. Shuttle motion is to the right. Tether configuration
r
is plotted every five seconds with each plot displaced to the right .1
inches for clarity. In an unexpended plot no tether motion would be
observed. This run used a 2 mm diameter Hevlar tether; a 3 mm tether
is actually necessary to insure an adequate margin of safety (see
Figure 4-5).
Since stable deployment of large payloads by tethers is possible,
it is essential to continue study of this issue to fully define the
capabilities and requirements of the system. For instance, the
maximum payload release mass with reasonable tether diameters and
lengths, the capabilities and requirements to be placed on the release
and teleoperator (mass, thrusting capability, etc.), and the
efficiency of the system - in relation to OTV use must be determined.
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Tether assisted payload o=rbital transfer provides payload gains
to 060 and to a Jupiter iaterpzlanetary transfer orbit when an OTV of
fixed size is considered. Pheen the Shuttle carries an OTT to a tether
deployer left orbiting as high- as the maximum Shuttle OMS fuel
capacity will allow. A payloaod gain of 12% per 100 km of tether is
realized at GEO^ In interplannetary transfer orbit injection, a
payload gain of 280 kg is aehiieved which is a 34% gain with the
,r
smallest (D-15M) Centaur OTV" and a 7% gain with the next largest
(D—lT) Centaur. Tether assist provides either no or only minor
payload gains when the deployerr must be carried on each Settle
mission or when the OTV capabillity can be configured for each mission
to just most the Shuttle thrownreight capability.
Appendix A of this report is the MIT final report on this effort.
It details the specific cireums.stances in which tether assisted
deployment provides payload gaiins, provides further discussion of the
satellite retrieval scheme, aural considers tethered OTV—satellite
rendezvous dynamics.
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3.0 Changes in Mesa Altitude During Retrieval
1.1 Analytical Study
Let to asaume that a tethered satellite system is deployed and
stabilised in a vertical configuration in a circular orbit. The
condition of equilibrium for the system is
!r*2 dm . GMIdm/rl	(1)
where des is an element of mass at distance r from the center of the
earth &
 ON is the gravitational constant of the earth and w is the
orbital angular velocity. The left side of the equation is the
centrifugal force on the system and the right side is the
gravitational attraction. Retrieval of the subsatellite requires that
the reel motor do work on the system and therefore the orbital energy
will not be constant. Assuming there is no propulsion. the angular
momentum of the system must remain constant. The angular momentum L
before retrieval is
L - It  u dm	 (2)
The condition for equilibrium in a circular orbit after retrieval is
R02 m . ORMIR2
or
32 . ON/R3
	(1)
where m is the total mass. R is the orbit radius. and Q is the orbital
angular velocity. The angular momentum L after retrieval is
L - R2Dm	 (4)
rORIONX PAGE is
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Ve want to solve for the orbit radius M after retrieval given dm as a
function of r in the deployed state.
i
f
(6)
f
Solving equation (4) for a gives
a = L/m82	-
Substituting equation (s) into equation (8) gives
r
L2/m2B4
 = aM/O
or
8 = 1,2/06*2
	
(6)
Substituting the value of L from equation (2) into equation (6) gives
R _ (fr2dm) 2m2/CWM2	 (7)
Solving equation (1) for m2 we have
m2 = (QMIdm/r2)/(Irdm)	 (8)
Substituting equation (8) into equation (7) gives
B = I(Ir2dm) 2 Wdm/r2l/ jGM m2 Irdm] _ [(Ir2dm)2ldm/r2]/Im2
[m2 f rdm]	 (9)
If the system is being represented by a set of discrete masses, the
integrals can be replaced by sums to give
8 = I(Er 12a1 ) 2 E 21/r12)/I(Ez1)2 Erimi ]	 (10)
The value of 8 obtained from this equation may be compared to the
center of mass of the deployed system given by
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
	 I
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Cpl = f rda/fda	 (11)
Another measure of the center of the system is the point s where the
centrifugal and gravitational forces balance. This is given by
i = (0![/02)1/3	 (12)
Smb stituting equation (8) into equation (12) gives
.1&
r = (frda/fdm/r2) 1/3 	(13)
3.2 Computer Simulation
A computer program has been written to calculate the final state
sf ter retrieval using the equations given in Section 3.1. In running
tk-e program for a variety of tether lengths it was discovered that the
final altitude after retrieval can be greater than the altitude of the
highest - mass in the case of extremely long tethers. The case run was
t1at of two equal masses connected by a massless tether. The
situation of having the final altitude equal to the original altitude
of. the upper mass depends on the ratio of the orbital radii of the
misses in the deployed state. By iteration, the critical ratio has
been found to be 1.4513682256. This number is not exactly equal to
aty simple value such as r. The result has been confirmed by setting
m^ = a2 -and $ = r2 in equation (10), above. Setting the masses equal
Sires
x . (r1 2a + r22m) 2 (m/r12 + m/r22)/ 1(2m ) 2 (r1m + r2m)1
	 (14)
(r12 + r22) 3/14 r12 r22 (r1 + r2))	 (14)
1
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Setting 1 = r2
 gives, after simplification
0 s16 + 3r14 r24 — 4r13r23 — r1 r24 + r26 	 (13)
If we set V  = 1, and r2 = r, the equation for the ratio of the radii
is
0=I+3r2-4r3—r4+r6
	
(16)
r
This equation is satisfied by the value r = 1.431368226 obtaine r: by
iteration.
The total energy T8 of the system is given by summing the !:inetic
and potential energy of each mass in the system. That is
TH
	
	 (1/2miv12 — GNM i/ri )	 (17)
i
where vi is the velocity of the mass m i at distance r  from the center
for the earth, and (GN is the gravitational constant of the eartL:..
When the system is retrieved the total energy will increase as 0 1-
result of the work done by the reel motor. The work W is given by
W P  T dl	 (18)
Z=L
where T is the tension is the instantaneous length and L is tLne
total length. The change in total energy calculated from equat:lon
(17) before and after retrieval should be equal to the work calcoelated
from equation (18). An exact solution of equation (18) would haavO to
take into account the change in mean altitude of the system dur:ing
retrieval and the non— linear dependence of tension on wire lent;th
However for short tether lengths, the tension is given approximactsly
by the expression
Page 21
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T » 30M z/:
where z is the distance of an end mass from the orbital center of the
system (defined as the point where there is no radial acceleration).
Let us assume that the retrieval is done slowly so that equation (19)
gives the tension at each stage of the retrieval.	 By symmetry, the
tvrk is twice the integral of the work done on either mass.	 Therefore
we can write
-	 o
W ^. 2 3GWmz/r3(-dz)	 3GMmL2/(4r3) (20)
X - 1/2
The program used to calculate the altitude after retrieval has
been modified to calculate the change in total energy of the system
and the work done by the reel motor using equation (20).	 This program
has been run for a variety of initial altitudes of the masses. Table
4-1 gives the results of the runs.
H l	 H2	 H
CM
	 H
Hf	
ATE W
200
	
225	 212.5	 212.476 212.618	 .652702 z 10 14 .652724 z 1014
200	 250	 225	 224.905 225.473	 .259583 z 10 15 .259618 z 10i6
200	 300	 250	 249.623 251.886	 .102635 z 10 16 .102689 z 1016
200	 400	 300	 298.502 307.491	 .400962 z 1016 .401803 z 10if
200	 600	 400	 394.100 429.569	 .152762 z 1017 .154010 z 101'
200	 1000	 600	 577.096 715.555	 .551413 z 10 17 .568683 z 1017
200	 1800	 1000	 913.591 1446.204	 .176493 z 10 18 .197411 z 1018
200	 3400	 1800	 1490.810 3518.652	 .427558 z 10 18 .628308 z 1018
Y	 200
	 6600	 3400	 2386.392 10264.198	 .468826 z 10 18 .181884 z 1019
Table 4-1.	 Post Retrieval
r
Altitudes of Tethered Systems
a
r	
All altitudes are in kilometers, and energies are in dynes. 	 H1 is the
t	 altitude of the lower mass, H2 is the altitude of the upper mass, Hem
is the center of mass, if is the orbital center (point of zero
acceleration), Hf is the final altitude after retrieval, ATE is the
increase in total energy and N is work calculated by equation (20).
(19)
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To evaluate the effect of the mass of the tether, consider a tether of
I
length 1 connecting two equal masses M in circular orbit. Let a be
I
the radius of the circular orbit of the point C, the approximate
k
center of mass, and which is close to the center of gravity of the
system. We want to evaluate the lower limit for the mass of the
tethers under the limitation that the stress of the tether can not be
larger than a certain limit, a, in the stable state which we will
r
assume is 30 kg w/mm2 including a suitable safety factor.
We have
t = 3/2(go)(h/a)]K
	 (21)
where g is the acceleration of gravity at C. We assume that a = 6800
km. The cross section of the tether should be
	
A = c/o = 3/2 g (h/a)(M/a) 	 (22)
The mass of the tether is
XT = A h p 3/2 (Mg/a)(µ) (h 2/&) = H 	 (23)
where d is the density taken to be µ = 1.5 g/cm3
Tate: coaIf iaut
i
	
N = a = 3/2 (Pg/a)(h2/a)
	 (24)
May be evaluated now
h = 200 km	 a - 9/34
h = 300 km
	 a = 81/136
h = 400 km
	 a = 34/36
h = 500 km
	 a = 81/34
h = 900 km	 a = 144/34
,...,,.,,....r	
.
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From this table we may concludes that the computation of the final
state of the system which has bacon done using a very simple model
should be redone taking into acccount the effect of the mass of the
tether for tether lengths greatter than a few hundred km. Including
tether mass in the calculation will significantly reduce the altitude
gains seen with the massless tecther.
For short tether lengths aaad returning to massless tethers, the
.approximate formula for M &greets with ATE to almost 5 decimal places.
As the tether length increases, the formula for T becomes inadequate
as expected. The altitude K  aLfter retrieval may be compared to
either Hon or H, giving slightl3y different results for the increase in
mean altitude. The change in aLltitude is small for short tethers.
The altitude at which 9f
 becomeas greater than H2 is 3169 km since this
is where the ratio of the orbitaal radii is equal to 1.451368. For the
last two entries, 9  is greater than H2. •From a practical point of
view we mast restrict our attention to tethers not exceeding a few
hundred kilometers, because for longer tethers the mass of the tether
becomes significant.
In order to provide a diree ct verification of the altitude after
retrieval, some numerical integrrttions have been done using the
SUROOK program. The third case with a 100 kilometer tether has been
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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run is the retrieval mode on SLYHOOK. The algorithm is the Sif800t G
program caused a rather rapid reeling in of the wire such that the
system started looping after a few thousand seconds. The damping is
the algorithm prevented a buildup of angular velocity as the retrieval
•	 I
continued but gravity gradient stabilization was never regained. The
retrieval was terminated after 54600 seconds when the tether length
was down to 10 meters. The final orbit of the center of mass of the
system had an eccentricity of 2.1684 x 10 4 and a semi-major axis
corresponding to a mean altitude of 251.8865078 Ym. This is very
close to the value of 251.8861960 km computed theoretically using
conservation of angular momentum. The differences between the
theoretically computed value and the result of numerical integration
	
	 1
I
is due to the eccentricity of the orbit introduced by the rather rapid
retrieval. Conservation of angular momentum requires that the
quantity a(l-e2) be constant. The theoretical value is for e - 0.
Therefore we should have 
atheo annm (1-e2)' Adding 6378 lam for the
radius of the earth to the orbital altitudes above gives atheo "
6629.8861960 and anun a 6628.8865078. Using e - 2.1684 z 10- 4 gives
anun (1-s e) - 6629.8861961 in agreement with the value for atheo'
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Some tests were done varying tthe parameters in the retrieval algorithm
to understand why the retrieveal was unstable. The proba.m resulted
from the method used to calcullate the equilibrium wire tension is the
retrieval algorithm. T4: tenasion mast of course be &rester than the'
equilibrium value to achieve rrrtrieval. Normally the system consists
of a heavy Shuttle and a relattively small payload. The acceleration
on each mass depends on the diistance from the orbital center of the
system which is usually close to the Shuttle. The algorithm computes
the tension from the total lennith of the wire. In the case being runs
the orbital center is in the csiddle of the wire since the masses are
equal. The tension computed toT the algorithm is therefore about a
factor of two too large. The run has been redone with the parameters
divided by two. This resulted.: in a slow stable retrieval. After
60,000 seconds the wire length_ was down to about .6 km. The
eccentricity of the orbit of rz:.e center of mass was 3.8694 z 10 -5 and
the semi-major azis corresponaas to an orbital altitude of 251.8861189
km. The eccentricity was lowerr by more than a factor of five due to
thA slower retrieval. Plots ccf the orbit of the center of mass during
the retrieval show' that the ecccentricity is introduced at the
beginning of the retrieval.
t
r
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4.0 Release of A Heavy Payload From the End of the Tether
4.1 Discussion of Approach
One of the potential uses of the tether is for launching a
payload into a higher orbit by deploying it from the Shuttle or a
space station on a long tether and then releasing it. 'The release
would cause a sadden loss of force on the end of the wire resulting in
recoil of the launching mechanism remaining at the end of the wire.
Some initial analyses were done previously to study methods of
avoiding recoil and loss of tension in the wire after payload release.
A maneuver with the reel motor was simulated which palled the payload
toward the Shuttle and released it while the wire was under a lower
tension approximately equal to the equilibrium value for the remaining
mass. The initial study of this technique is described in the report
"Investigation of Electrodynamic Stabilization and Control of Long 	 -
Orbiting Tethers," 0. Colombo, March 1981. In that study the payload
released was 10 tons and the mass remaining at the and o: the wire was
0.3 tors. The tether and mass therefore decreases by a factor of
twenty daring the'reltase. To avoid loss of tension, the tool
maneuver used must reduce the tension to 5h of its original value with
an uncertainty of less than 5% of the original value. In the initial
study the maneuver was simulated by having the change in wire length
given by the expression -Asinot where got Soot from 00 to 1800. In the
results presented in the referenced report there was loss of tension
in some segments of the wire after release of the payload. but the
general approach seemed promising.
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The present study is aimed at refining the algorithm used in the
reel maneuver to as to develop a workable pre—release maneuver with
particular emphasis on accounting for propagation delay and the
dynamics of the tether itself in order to release the payload with so
loss of tension along the wire. The propagation delay is the time 	 i
required for a sound wave to travel the length of the wire, V A a
solid material the velocity is sf—Elp where B is the elasticity and p is
the density of the material. For Levlar, 8 - 0.7 t 1012 dynes—cm,
and p - 1.3 grams/ca: the speed of sound is about 6.8 km/sec. The
propagation delay is therefore about 12 seconds for an 80 km wire.
The physical properties of a braided kevlar line cou:d be
significantly different than the properties of a zonofilament line and
should be determined experimentally. The tether itself will oscillate
as a result of a reeling maneuver and these oscillations will cause
tension variations along the wire and at both ends.
The reel control algorithm can be definod in various ways. The
previous study also contained some results obtained with a tension
control algorithm. This technique gave low excitation of wire
oscillations. However, such an algorithm does not give any direct
control over wire length. The length control algorithm used in the
previous study has the disadvantage that the beginning and ending of
the tool maneuver are abrupt and result in needless excitation of wire
oscillations. Two variations of the original length control algorithm
have been tried in the present study both of which represent length as
A(coseet-1). In the first case at goes from 0 to 360 0 , and the
maneuver palls the wire in and then lets it out to the original
least.,. In the second case, at goes from 0 to 1800 and the wire is
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only pull:d i=; tlo fival tiiio length is shunter. X41 cithot ca --0 -,ho
rats of :image of wire Iasi th is zero at the bozianing avd end of the
maneuver so Chit the fi.,st derivative is ccutlnuous c.sad 0; :ca la less
.;xcitsticn cf tiro oscillations.
The ebjec:ive of the real maneuver is to pull the and pzaas toaa.d
vhe Shuttle an-2 release the payload whoa the wire tc::s#on has boon
f	 reduced to the value required for equilibrium after aolease. Tho icai
_ianetver _ust tie completed before this minimum te:.sion is achieved to.
avoid changing the tension after release. The period of the real
s
--aaeuver must therefore be shorter than t15 natural period of
j:cillation of the subsatellite at the curl of tho wino. In the
^)revious study it was assumed that the equilibrium tension is
.1_op ,rtioaal to the mn, «. at the end. In the case of a heuvy payload.
this assc=.ptior is not adequate because the center of gravity of t:he
system undergoes a significant shitt after release and the tension
i depends on the distance from the center of :Cass. This effect has bean
accounted for in the present study with improved results.
The response of the and mass to the .sal maneuver cannot be
calculated in a simple way. Ilia approach used in this study is to
start with -.,- simple two mass integration (neglecting wire dynamis).
From the elastic properties of the wire we calculate the change is
wire stretch re :aired t-:	 ng the tension to the desired value for
t
r
release of the -.ayload.	 :he a. • ?)iitude of the reel maneuvar is :,.et is
Lai : desired change in wire st.. --a and a test run done with a two--w^.zsi
If the %,_+,ilitude of the response is so large so that 1.1:0 +r ►
g^^^s sla.'.	 _. s Sc.. , litude i s reduced	 the next run to elicniLa^: ^^c^
1
o^ i^	 ^ ce irst parameter opt.	 A is the period of the .,00l
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o=ly pulled i_;
	 tLe fi 'Inl ei.d l:.r,i
rate of -large of N iru ler;;th is zero
naneuvor 30 t'_st 0-.0 fi-st docivative
excittticz cf Tiro oscillitions.
row) 2$
h !s :;huiter.	 ' ►i cithn. case i'.a
at the bu„isuil.ug and cnd of t':a
is cCntlnuous °nd there 1L :oas
The cbj ec : ive of 07 o real mnncuvur is to pull tl:e oral ili.il3 to., :.1
'-he Shuttle an'_ zelcas.e the payload %ho3 ► the wise teil-Ion •u{s booA
reduced to the value reynired for cdnilibrlum after salerre. The icJI
	
r.r_euver _ust '--z completed before this iiinioum to-si ,,n :s iahievod to	
f
avoid cLanginj :he tension after relcas•3. the period of cho real
,aneaver must :`_erefore be shorter than thj natural period of
)scillstion of :he subsatellite at the and of tha wire. In the
_)revions studs it was assured that the equilibrimn ten-;ion Is
2:ol rtiosal tc the m.t 	 at the end. In the case of a heavy payload,
this assn=ption is not adequate Jaa cLase the center of g.av-ity of 'rhe
system uLCergoes a significant shit sft---r. release Rnd the tension
3epends on the distance from the ceutcr of sass. This e.tfect has peen
accounted for in the prasent study .,ith impr,3ved risu±ts.
The respo_se of the end v g ss to the ael maneuver cannot ie
1	 calculated in s simple way. 'i'ha r.ppron .:h used in -his study is to
start wit',	simple 'wo mass Jatearutiva (neglecting, Mire dvaHui•.$).
From the alast_: properties of the wire we calculate the change is
wire st=ench re u iced L	 ag the tension to the desired value for
re l ease c: the ;- load.	 he r	 ;itude of the real me:neuvar is ,et to
the cesired chi-_,,e in wire st	 n and a test ran done with e. two ­mlCj
nidel.	 If 'he t-1 litude ,f the respouse is so large :o that t.ho 4ire
a(-:s sla_	 a n- , litude is rzduced	 'he next run to e1i.1+irat•1 l.)cr
• er si ► 	 first parameter o!,t	 A is the period of tr."l l•I
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maneuver to that the maneuver finishes, with i., adequate margins
before the minimum, wire tension is achieved. The payload release is
not included in these runs which we made for determining the time of
the minimum in the tension carve. For the two-mass model, either the
tension or wire length can be used to determine the release time since
the tension is linearly related to the wire length. Once the period
is optimized, the amplitude is optimized by assuming that the response
of the payload (that is, the change in distance from the Shuttle to
the payload) is proportional to the amplitude of the reel maneuver.
This assumption appears to be a good one when there is no loss of
tension and the period of the reel maneuver is less than the natural
period for longitudinal oscillations of the payload at the end of the
wire. With the period and amplitude optimized, the payload is
released and the tension variations examined in the post release time
period. Very good results have been obtained for the tension
fluctuations in the two—mass model since 'wire dynamics are neglected.
In principle the tension fluctuations could be made arbitrarily small
in the two—mass case by iterating the amplitude of the reel maneuver.
In attempting to eliminate any tension variations after release it was
found that the release time must be interpolated quadratieally between.
is
output points in order to assure that the radial velocity of the
subsatellite is zero.. The velocity depends linearly on the error in
f
release time and is therefore more critical than the position (and
tension) which is a quadratic function of time near the minimum.
The next step in the analysis is to repeat the run adding the
wire masses and using the reel maneuver parameters from the two mass
runs. The presence of wire masses has various effects such as
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shifting the center of gravity of the system (and altering the
equilibrium tension as a result), introducing a delay in the
propagation of tension signals between the Shuttle and subsatellits,
and adding modelling of the longitudinal stress waves along the wire.
For practical reasons it is not feasible to use large numbers of wire
masses (such.as
 100) in the SKYH00g program. Buns with up to 10 or 20
points eau be done in a reasonable manner. The detailed results will
w
depend on the number of mass points used in the model. The approach
Itaken in the study is to use the difference in results with various
numbers of masses as a measure of the uncertainty introduced by the
discrete modelling of the physically continuous wire. In particular,
the results with increasing number of mass points should not diverge
in order to give confidence that the modelling of a particular problem
is adequate. Wavelengths shorter than the spacing between mass points
cannot be modelled. In the present study, the reel maneuver is of low
frequency and has no sharp discontinuities which would introduce short
wavelength effects.
In the multi-mass runs the first simulation is run without
release of the payload to find the point of closest approach of the
sabsatellite. The tension plots are not useful for finding the
release time because of the confusing effects of the longitudinal wire
oscillations. A surprising result of the multi—mass run is that there
seems to be almost no effect of propagation time on the response of
the end mass. The time of closest approach of the sabsatellite is
only slightly later with the wire masses present than in the two—mass
case which gives instant transmission of tension between the Shuttle
and the sabsatellite. The propagation time is short compared to the
r
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period of the reel maneuver. One may conjecture that the time of
closest approach may depend oa the root sum square of the period of
the reel massu'rer and the propagatioa time rather thaa on the
algebraic sum of the two. Oafortuaatelys the preasat study does aot
allow time to study tais effect is detail and determias how the
behavior depends on the period and propagation time. The tentative
conclusion is that propagation time can be ignored as long as it is
r
short compared to the period of the reel maneuver.
Two types of plate have been used to analyse the output of the
computer rune. In on*, tension is each wire segment is plotted as a
function of time is order to see the magnitude of the tension
variations and make sure that there is no loss of tension at any point
along the wire. In the other, the radial vs. in-plane configuration
of the wire is plotted at each output point is order to show the
dynamics of the wire and the subsatellite. In a direct plot of the
radial vs. in-plane coordinates, the dynamics of the reel maneuver
does not show up because the motiuns are small compared to the length
of the wire. In order to make the motions visible on a plot, the f ile
of radial components has been processed to remove most of the conataat
part of the radial component, when the plot is scaled to fill the
l,aget the motiuns in the radial and in- plane directions are amplified
so that they can be Laea easily. The processing of the radial
components consists of the following. The SKYROOK program produces a
file of radial components R I (t.) where I is the mass index and t  is
the time index. A modified file R' is produced whore R' is given by
R0 1 (tl ) " rI (tl ) - VI (t i ) + (1-1) AR
ir
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The constant AR is chosen to be just lar&e enough to prevent the plots
for each mass from overlapping. In the case being studied the value
of AR is on the order of 1 im and the original spacing between mass
points is on the order of 10 or more km depending on the number of
mass points used to represent the wire.
4.2 Results of Payload Release Study
This study has analyzed and compared four different cases of a
payload release. For a 2mm tether, one reel maneuver using the
equation —Asinwt has been done and two runs using the equation
A(coswt-1) have been done for the half wave and full wave cases.
Since the maximum tension during the reel maneuver was close to the
break strength, another run was done with a 3mm wire and a full —wave
reel maneuver. The principle effect of tether diameter is to alter
the natural period for longitudinal oscillations of the mass at the
and of the wire. This requires using a faster reel maneuver with a
smaller amplitude. Otherwise, the basic approach is the same. For
the 2mm tether with a full period reel maneuver simulations were done
with 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 masses in the model. For the 2mm
half wave maneuver, 2 mass and 5 mass runs have been done. For the
Asinwt reel maneuver, runs were done with 2 and 3 masses. For the
3mm full wave case, 2 mass and 10 mass runs were done.
All of these runs are done for an 80 km tether system deployed up
with a released payload of 10 tons, a remaining payload of 0.5 ton and
an Orbiter Mass of 100 tons.
r
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In order to simulate the reel maneuver and payload release the
t	 SKYHOOL subroutines DIFFUN and TENSION have been modified. Subroutine
DIFFUN reads the time for release of the payload and the mass
remaining at the end of the tether after release. For times previous
to release the subsatellite =ass given on the normal input is used for
mass number 2. After the release time the value for the remaining
mass is used. Subroutine TENSION modifies the natural length of the
wire segment next to the Shuttle according to the equation
t = L o —A sin (wt + d) + A sin (I)
wars It o
 is the natural length value in the normal input and the
constants A. e, and d are read along with t  by subroutine TENSION.
For times greater than t  the value of i is computed with t - tf.
As a starting point for the current analysis a simulation has
been done with a reel maneuver given by —Asinwt with wt going for a
half cycle which corresponds to 0=0. The amplitude A was determined
from runs with a two mass model taking into account the effect of the
shift in the center of mass on the equilibrium tension after payload
release. A three mass simulation (one wire mass) was done using the
parameters A = 933 meters, period = 104.7 seconds and release time
141.8 seconds. As in the previous study, there is some loss of
tension as shown in Figure 4-1(a). The vertical axis is tension in
dynes between each pair of mass points. The plotting symbol indicates
the lower numbered mass of the pair. For the highest numbered mass,
the tension is between that r.ass and the Shuttle which is mass number
1. Figure 4-1(b) shows the in— plane vs. radial configuration of the
tether. The radial components have been altered by using a spacing of
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of 1.5 ku between the curves for each mass point. This allows the
plot scale to be expanded so that the motions in the vertical and
horizontal direction are easily visible. The dotted lines indicate
loss of tension in the tether segment.
In the next case, the phase angle d of the reel maneuver is set
to -900 so that the algorithm is basically a cosine function rather
than a sine function. This eliminates the discontinuity in the first
derivative at the start of the reel maneuver. In this run the reel
maneuver goes for a half cycle so that the wire is pulled in but not
let out again. The parameters for the run are A = 543 meters, period
209 seconds, and release time = 230 seconds. The reeling maneuver
stops at 104.7 seconds. Figure 4-2(a) shows the tension as a function
of time with 5 masses used in the model. There is no loss of tension
and the tension variation after payload release is 27%. Figure 4-2(b)
shows the radial vs, in-plane behavior. The curves are spaced 2 km
apart in the vertical axis in order to obtain a convenient plot scale
for making the motions easily visible.
The third case war run with a full-wave reel maneuver. The wire
is pulled in and then let out again. The parameters of the run are A
454 meters, period = 139 seconds and release time = 159 seconds.
Figure 4-3(a) shows the tension as a function of time and Figure
4-3(b) shows the in-plane vs. radial behavior with the curves
separated by 1 km in the vertical axis. The tension variations after
release are approximately 23%. Since the wire is a physically
continuous system, which is being hpproximated by a set of discrete
masses, it is important to provide an estimate of the uncertainty
introduced by the modelling. For this reason, a set of runs with
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different numbers of masses in the model has been done for this
part F 7lar ease. The same paaameters have been used for the reel
maneuver in all cases. The table below shows the tension variation
after payload release for each number of masses.
Number of Masses
	
% Tension Variation
2 1
..	 3 81
4 51
5 23
6 50
7 57
8 55
10 55
The result for 2 masses is very low because wire excitations are not
modelled. The highest tension variation was for 3 masses and the
lowest for 5 masses. The value of 55% seems to be the best estimate
and is fairly consistent for the larger numbers of masses, none of the
runs show loss of tension in any of the wire segments. Figure 4-4
shows the results with 10 masses in the -ndel. Part (a) is the
tension vs. -time and part (b) is the in-plant vs. radial configuration
with I km spacing between the plots for each mass.
With a 2 mm diameter wire, the maximum tension induced by the
reel maneuver is close to the break strength of the wire. Therefore,
one final run was done with a 3 mm wire to provide results for a
physically realistic case. The wire diameter affects the stiffness of
the wire and therefore the natural frequency of the oscillations of
the payload at the end. ne period for the reel maneuver had to be
reduced to keep it shorter than the response time of the end mass.
Figure 4-5(a) shows the tension variation vs, time and Figure 4-5(b)
shows the in-plant vs, radial with the curves separated by 9 km.
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Figure 4-5.
	
Payload release using a full period
co-sinusoid: ten t mass point model with 3mm diameter kevlar
tether replacing l azz- dia = eter tether used in previous runs.
Other parameters sza=e as Figure 4-3 and 4-4.	 (a) Tension vs.
Live, (b) radial v-.. in-plane behavior.
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There is no lose of tension but the parameters are not optimized and
there is an oscillation nf the payload after releasse in addition to
the wire oscillation. Unfortunately there was not sufficient time to
find the cause of the problem and refine the parameE:ers. One problem
sway be the fact that the tether mass is larger and :he wire mass was
not included in the center of mass calculations. T-1-=e parameters used
in the run are A - 176.6 meters, yeriod - 114.5 secc;nds, and release
time - 117 seconds.
The major problem in the cases studied is the :ension variations
caused by longitedicxl oscillations of the tether. 	 The techniques
devel oped in this study give .stisfectory behavior for a case which is
difficult because of the large ratir, of the tension before release to
the tension after release. The technique could bo refined if
necessary by developing an algorithm whereby the reel motor is used to
damp longitudinal oscillations of the tether. Such an algorithm would
have to be written as a function of the observables available at the
reel motor such as tension and deployed tether lengr h . The
derivatives of these quantities could also be availaable by measuring
the quantities at appropriate intervals. Such an ai_torithm would be
of gone-&I usefulness in many tether operations.
The most unexpected feature of the simulations is the apparent
absence of propagation delay in the response of the
	
end mass.	 It
would be interesting to study this effect in more dc: :ail to understand
how it depends on the various time constants in the :ynamics of the
system such as the natural frequency of oscillation ^f the end oass.
the period of the real maneuver, and the speed of soc=nd along the
wire. A one-dimeneional program exists which could De fairly easily
Palo 42
modified for use in such a study. By adding the gravity gradient
force to this program, the propagation delay could be efficiently
studied with the increasod resolution provided by the larger number of
mass that can be handled.
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General Introduction
This Report is a continuation an.F a :plificattion of our rrevi%Yss Report
entitled The Use of Tethers for Paylond Orbital T ransfer (March
	
1982,
Subcontract SV1-52006 from the SAO to *FIT). The general topic is still the
exploitation of very long, lightweight 31 lee tetheers to supplemzn= rocket
propulsion in specific transfer missions. A prelliminary examination is also
made of a related application, namely, the retrievval of high-flyi=.5 satellites
from a space station for servicing.
Three orbital transfer appl',ations are exam=ined in depth in Sections
1, 2 and 3 of this Report. T he , • re:
Section 1: In an effort to extract the maximum S_auttle payload capacity to
Geostationary orbits, planned operations will inv7olve very low altitude Shuttle 	 j
flights, with reduced OMS fuel load, and, at lease ideally, OTV vehicles de-
signed to fill the allowable payload bay load cap=acity. The quest_on posed
in this section is whether the alternative of red-ucing the CIV size in favor
of a permanent on-boned tether facility for inser=tion assist can _increase the
GEO payload. For the specific case of LOX-LH 2 OT","s, the question is answered
in the negative. The analysis shows that this is because some of the efficient
OTV fuel is being replaced by the less efficient OMS fuel. Thus, either if
the OMS fuel were replaced by LUX-LH 2 on the Shu t_= tle, or if the 0=,"s used low
I
sp 
solid propellants, the results would have beemn different. The same thing
would happen if the comparison were made (as in £:ection 2) to a :=Xed-size
OTV which does not fill the throw weight limit.
Section 2: In our earlier work we had identified a possible srst 	 whereby a
small automated space station houses the tether f acility, which in this way
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does not have to he flown up and down on board the Shuttle. The o;namics of
the operations required to leave the facility in its initial orbit 'dere also
worked out. We reexamine here that cancept under two different assumptions.
First, if we limit the throw weight as in Section 1. the payload does increase
relative to the on-beard tether system, but is still slightly worse than that
of an enlarged OTC' that would replace all but the OMS fuel needed to reach
minimum orbit. Second, if we assume n fixed-size OTV and compare its payload
capacity to that of a system which uses the space-based tether as an auxi,iary
booster, there are definite gains due to the tethers (despite the extra Shuttle
climb required).
Section 3: Here we examine again the Shuttle on-hoard tether, this time used
with four different Centaur versions for an interplanetary mission, exempli-
fied by the Jupiter Galileo probe. Payload increases of up to 400 Kg are
found for all cases before the Shuttle perigee becomes too low. but the throw
weight limitations restrict these gains to some 280 Kg for the small Centaur
versions, and precludes the use of a tether facility in the larger ones. The
280 Kg boast makes one of the small Centaurs nearly capable of performing the
Galileo launch.
Section 4 of this report examines briefly the use of long tethers from a
permanent space station to retrieve and service satellites in higher orbits
of the same inclination. The differential orbit precession rate due to the
different altitudes is found to be too small to allow periodic revisits to
Sun-synchronous satellites, but is quite adequ. ► te at inclinations tip to -45°.
including the important 28.5° case. Two possible schemes are examined: one
involves a platform in circular orbit and exploiting the possibility of induced
ti
L-
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tether librations to effect rendezvous between th ne tether-end teleoperator
and the high satellite; the other scheme involve_5 a platform in an elliptic
orbit, with the tether sized to match teleoperatcor and satellite altitude
and velocity. The docking phase is analyzed and some logistic considera-
tions are advanced.
r
iii
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1. An Aas•ess=ent of Shuttle-based Tethers for Geosynchronous Transfer Assist
1.1 I=troduction
L=e possible use of long tethers carried on board the Space Shuttle
as fac =lities for orbital transfer was briefly examined in Ref.l.l. It was
recogm- z ed there that the mass penalty for the Shuttle-carried equipment
associa:ed with the deployment and retrieval of the tether made it difficult
to obt.:---n a net advantage from the scheme, except for high or very inclined
orbits. The alternative of basing the tether in space was found superior,
although issues such as orbit decay and Shuttle-tether rendezvous were
not ez—ined,sufficiently.
Lc =g range mission planning for the STS contemplates as much as 90%
of all the Shuttle cargo as payload en route to Geosynchronous orbit.
Given t-Me relative inefficiency (both propulsive and structural) of the
Shuttle as an orbit raiser, it makes senve to release the transfer stage
at the =inimum altitude consistent with orbit maintenance and avoidance
of strc =g aerodynamic torques on the Shuttle. This is generally taken to
=ean a i .0-100 nm crbit for the Shuttle. Shuttle operations below this
altitude are probably unacceptable even for a fraction of an orbit, mostly
because of attitude hold problems.
1h a question we wish to investigate in this report is whether the mass
saving -n propellant for the Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) which can be
obtaine_ by releasing the OTV-payload combination from the end of an upwardE
de?love= long tether is sufficient to compensate for the added on-board
CMS fue_ required for the Shuttle to fly to the correspondingly higher
=:itial :rbit, as well as for the mass of the tether system itself. In
2
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this study, the payload capability of the Shuttle is considered limited by
either (a) A maximum throw weight of 90,000 lb, or (b) A maxinum OMS tankage
capacity of 24,000 lb of propellant. Within thesf: limits, the OTV itself
is allowed to vary in size to reach one or the other operational boundary;
the OTV structural fraction and specific impulse are taken to be those of
an advanced LOX-LH2 vehicle.
r
1.2.	 Analysis
Consider the fully loaded Shuttle initially placed in an elliptical
orbit of perigee Rpo	 aoand apogee R	
. A tether of mass MT and length
L is released . from a Shuttle-attached lower pallet, of mass MLp . The
upper end of the tether carries an upper pallet of mass M up , plus an OTV
with its true payload M	 attached (M	 + Mpay	 0TV	 pay= ML).
As the tether is deployed, the c.g. of the overall system stays
l'to 1st order) in the original orbit, while the Shuttle itself descends by
p	
1
	
X 
=+Mu+2
	 L	 (1)
cg	 MToT2
where	 KTot2 w Msh + MT + ML + Mup	 (2)
and Msh is the mass remaining in the Shuttle (including the lower tether
pallet). In particular, at perigee passage, the Shuttle attitude (radius
vector) is
Rsh	
Rpo (1 - a)	 (3)
with	 ML + Mup + 1 MT L
	 ( )4
R
MTo t ,
	 po
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This perigee passage is the
(maximum kinetic energy). The Sl
Vsh	 poV(1 - ^), with Vpo	 R
po
most favorat • le location for payload release
Zutrle has at this point a speed
2Rao	
After release, the Shuttle
Ra^^+ Rpo
l
enters a new, lower elliptical orbit; assuming the initial eccentricity
R - R
ao po
e ^ R + R
ao po
is low enough, the Shuttle will reach its minimum altitude R  at the
opposite point in this new orbit. For the new system after payload
release, the initial radius vector of its c.g. at the initial perigee
is	 R (1	 + S)po
(5)
r
[4
up + 2 MT
with	 S ^
Tot 2_
 KL
and its velocity is, correspondingly, Vpo(1
radius vector of this c.g. at its minimum a
L	 (6)
R
Po
- a + S), Let R' be the
P
Ltitude; then
2 '
R R 2RaR
	
(1 - l + S) s	 R (1 U a + S) R' + R R 	 (7)po ao	 po	 po	 p	 po (1
R	 - R'
Defining	 n'	 po R' p	 (8)
P
Equation (7) can be solved to 1st order to yield
n' - 7a - 2e - 76
	
(9)
This n' gives the fractional loss of altitude of the Shuttle from its
initial perigee to its final one, after rewinding is complete. If rewind-
ing is slow, there will be even lower perigee passages; in particular,
(12)
I
: mass of the complete
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:Lf no rewinding is done for the first half orbit after release, the lowest
S5huttle altitude will be R  , given by
R	
Rn-
P° R 	
p -7a-2E- 65 	(10)	 1i
P
TWhether Rp (Eq. (9)) or R p (Eq. (10)) is to be identified with the
m=inimum a ftitude of 100 nm depends on a more detailed mission study.
Wie use here the slightly less restrictive choice of Rp .
The neat - task is to evaluate the amount of OMS fuel needed for the
S-Ehuttle to perform the different portions of the mission. Let I sp be the
1
snpecif is impulse of the OMS engines ( 313 sec. in the present configuration),
aand let 	 be one of the several velocity increments involved (injection
into the nominal 100 nm orbit, transfer to the initial elliptical orbit,
.-reserve and maneuvering, and deorbiting). Then we define for each of them
_ AV
a
e Ispl = ^I
	 (11)
g sPi
a=nd find, tc. first order, that the total OMS fuel consumption is
MOMS - (M s + MTs )(u ini + u tr + u r.m. + udeorb.) +
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For flights to high enough orbits, this M
OMS may 
come to equal
the on-board tank capacity, assumed to be 24,000 lb., and thus it
would constitute one operational boundary limiting payload. Other-
wise, the maximum throw weight,defined here as
Mthrow ^ MoMs + M
L
 + KTs	 (13)
+• is limited by structural considerations to 90,000 lbs, and this
constitutes ttie operational boundary for low orbits.
The velocity increments themselves are evaluated as follows:
first, AVinj is directly fixed at 30.5 m/sec (injection into a 100 nm,
23° orbit), and AV
r.m. 
is fixed at 62 m/sec.	 Next the AV
for transfer to a (R pop Rao ) orbit, starting at Rp - 100 nm is
easily calculated as the sum of a perigee and an apogee impulse,
where the terms perigee and apogee refer here to the transfer orbit
itself; insertion is made at the lowest point (R po ) of the destination
orbit. The result is
AVtr
 AVtrl + AVtrZ - vcp 4^+
 vcp (2 + 4 r) 	. vcp 
E +	
(14)
where E is given by Eq. (5), n' by Eq. (E) and:►cp - u P is the
•	 parking orbit velocity.
The deorbiting maneuver is assumed to start from the eventual
Orbiter apogee,	 (Eq.8), since a direct calculation shows this
to be the location requiring least 
AVdeorb. •	 The AV is calculated
as the impulse that will place the Orbiter into an elliptic orbit
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Just grazing the grou ►►d. A simptie calculation vi.elds, to first order.
AV
dceorb	
a
. - vcp 4	
(15)
where a is the ratio of minimum altitude to Earth radius:
R..1
+a
The advantage of the use of - --ethers is, of course, the reduction
of the propulsion requirements f=:r the main LEO-GEO transfer; this
reduction comes about because throe payload starts out from
1
RLO - Rpo (1 + aL _)	 ;	 ^L - ASH + 2 
KT	 (17)
"TOT,,
with velocity	
^-
V,
0
 - VPo (1 + ' _) - R (1^ (1 + a L )	 (18)
.,	
P
Denoting by p-the ratio of ^eosynch-onous to Low Earth radii
RGEO	 (19)
R
po
we can calculate the total AV re=:sired (to be supplied by the OTV
propulsion system) as the sum of a perigee and apogee impulse.
p	 cp	 1+n ^/	 +a.L)(1+^L+^)	 L
1	 _ 	 1	 L
	
AV a
 vcP
	
(1+n)
	
L	 +`^ " L+ p	
1
(16)
P.
L
7
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In terms of this total dV and of the OTV fuel loi ' 'gyp and structural
2
mass Mov e the t.ayload delivered to CEO is
M
P2
Mpay	 6V gI	 - MOTV	
(22)
e	 sP2 -1
where I
sP2 
is t-e specific impulse of the orbital tzanifer vehicle.
size
The aPp roar' taken in this study was to allow the OTV/to be dictated
by the operatiorsl envelopes of the Orbiter (throw weight or OMa tankage).
Thus, only the structural ratio and the specific impulse were prescribed,
with the assumpt_on that an optimized vehicle design could be made to
fit the available total weight. The ratio adopted was that of the proposed
Wide-Body Centaur.
M	
_ 44 146 lb _
MOTV	
6,467 lb	 6.826
An i.^portac: element in the present calculation is the mass model
fr,r the tether (:f length L) and associated elements. The tether itself
is dimensioned u-s ing equations derived in Ref. 1.1.
2
2 (^)MT - (Mup+ ML) 1 v e 1+v	 (23)
where
YR	 2 QR	 (24)
P	 P
M + M
V - 
up'	 L	 (25)
SH
rI
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and where a and p are the 6c rking stress and the density of the tether
material, respectiively • We assumed the material to be Kevlar -49, with
b reak ^ 1.4x10
9
 N/m 2 (long fiber)
and
	
P M '^40 Kg /m3
A variable sar- ety factor SF (nominal value - 2.5) was incorporated
in the calculationns.
The upper anc-- lower p.411e r "-sses were assumed to vary with tether
mass according to the schedule shown in Figs. l.la  and l.lb
	
7.000- - - — -	 zoo*
I
1200
^000	 100
	 _ j0o
	
1	 I
g oo	 I	 Soft
d	 1000
	 2000	 M (K^/T
'PIGS 1.!a
G	 loot
	 zOOQ Mr OT3
X: its 1.1b
These pallet =asses were derived from simple scaling considerations,
with no specific ccesign worked out. The minimum ::eight of the pallet
was made consister_m: i--.th that of the small pallet designed in Ref. 1.2.
Within reasonable :imits (faztors of 1.5 up and cown), the precise choice
of Mup and MD did not affect the main conclusions of this study.
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1.3	 Results
A computer program was written to caiculate the payload capabailitly
of a Shuttle-tether system using the equations described in Section:i 1.2.
'	 The inputs are tether length, minimum Shuttle altitude, eccentricitry of
the initial orbit and whether throw weight or fuel tankage limits TDayl.a.i.
I	 For the case where throw weight is the limiting factor, and fc=r
circular initial orbit, Fig. 1.2 summarizes the variations of the Frrinzipa'_
masses involved with tether length. The main result is that the paeylc^a d
mass (MPA) continuously decreases with tether length. This negative a result
J
can be traced to two main reasons: (a) For short tethers (below - 1100 :r.),
where the mass of the tether itself (MT) and of the overall tether system
(MTS) is still moderate, the increase of the OMS fuel mass required to
acquire the initial higher Shuttle orbit is the dominant factor. (:b) nor
longer tethers, the tether and tether system masses increase at leasst
quadratically, and further reduce payload capability, despite a graadua_
levelling of the OMS fuel curve. Of course, the tether does reduce the
fuel (and, correspondingly, the structure) needed for the transfe- - vehicle
(MP2), and this by a substantial amount. Thus, if an OTV is not av-:ailable
that would actually fill the allowable throw weight, the use of tet=ners
may still be a viable alternative to the construction of a larger 07TV.
The effect of starting from an initially_ eccentric orbit (payl.:oad
release at perigee) is shown in Fig. 1.3, for a tether length of 1C" F_.
I
(similar trends apply at other lengths). Clearly, no advantages acccru e
from eccentricity, essentially because of the extra OMS fuel needec f  r
the Shuttle to reach that initial eccentric orbit.
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The underl-ring reason for the increased OMS fuel requirements associ-
ated with the uase of tethers is illustrated in Fig. 1.4 (for circular orbits).
Here we can see the additional Orbiter altitude required of the initial
I
orbit over and .above the minimum of 100 nm, versus the tether length. For
short tethers, 1this amounts to about 1.8 Km per tether Km. This rate is
gradually reducred for longer tethers, as the mass at the end of the tether
(mostly OTV Neil) decreases and that on the Orbiter increases correspondingly;
however, even fcer a 150 Km tether, an additional initial altitude • of 175 Km
is required.
Results for- the case where the on-hoard OMS fuel is performance-limit-
ing are similarily negative. This limitation arises, in the present context,
for very long tcethers, where the Shuttle is forced into a high initial
orbit; we have : already seen that for such long tethers, OMS fuel is no
longer the domin rant -actor, this role having been taken by the tether system
mass itself.
1.4 Discussion of Results
In summary. we can see from the preceding results that replacing OTV
fuel by an equiv alent mass of tether facility always incurs some (although
not much) perfor-mance loss. The emphasis is on the word "replacing";
basically, the =ether icparts to the transfer vehicle a part of the momentum
of the Shuttle itself, in an amount equal to that lost by the Shuttle as it
goes from the r::.-'-ease orbit to the minimum perigee orbit. This momentum was
acquired by fir_• :.ng t:Ie 0`SS on-board engines, with a specific impulse of only
313 sec. Becau!.=e of the restriction we imposed that the full throw weight
be always utiliz=ed, this extra OMS fuel displaces a similar amount of OTV
fuel, which has a higher specific impulse in our examples, and the result is
a net loss.
-	 r
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From the preceding discussion several avenues can be seen that can
lead to an advantageous use of an on-board tether facility:
(a) Extension of Main Engine LOX-LH2
 burn to reach a high parking orbit.
This would displace the inefficient OMS fuel from its role as orbit-
raiser.
(b) Combination of tether facility with lower specific impulse OTV vehicles,
w
such as the IVS or the PAM family. These have even lower I sp than the
on-board N204 - A50 engines, and the tether would then prove an advantage.
(c) If a given OTV is to be used and there is still a load margin before the
throw weight limit is reached, this margin could be exploited by using
an on-board tether, as an alternative to developing a larger OTV.
i • 12	
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^+	 2. Space-based Tethers as Extensions of the
I!	 Space Transportation System for LEO-GEO Transfers
2.1 Introduction.	 In Section 1, we examined in
some depth the possibility of using a tether system on board the Space Shuttle
as an aid in launching satellites into GEO-bound transfer orbits. It was
assumed that the maximum throw-weight of the Orbiter was always utilized
(including the OTV with its payload, the tether system and the on-board
r
OMS fuel), and that the Shuttle delivered the payload using the on-board
tether to as low an orbit as possible, without itself being forced to altitudes
below 100 n.m. The full tether system (lower and upper pallets plus rewound
tether) was returned to Earth after each mission. It was concluded on the
basis of the calculations performed that this system could not deliver as
much payload to GEO as the baseline system without tethers. The difficulty
was traced to two main points: (a) For short tethers (below some 100 km),
the dominant effect was the extra OMS fuel required for the Shuttle to achieve
the required delivery height; since the throw weight was limited, this extra
was reflected in a smaller payload. (b) For long tethers, the need to carry
a massive tether system to and from orbit became dominant and, again, detracted
from payload.
In this section wo investigate the effects of removing one of these
constraints, namely, the transportation of the tether system. This is accom-
plished by leaving this system in orbit, in a manner described and analyzed
in Ref. 2.1. We perform the corresponding calculations for two limiting cases:
(a) Full throw weight utilization (similar to our study for the Shuttle-based
tether system). This implies a different OTV size for each choice of tether
5
j
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length or other parameters; as such, it represents a maximum payload en
and is appropriate for system definition studies.
(b) Fixed Orbital Transfer Vehicle, maximum OMS fuel use. This case cor-
responds more closely to a practical situation where a particular OTV, such
as some modified Centaur, is available, and the.Shuttle cargo capacity is
not completely used up by this OTV plus its payload. Here the tether can
be viewed as a boost to the OTV, rather than a partial substitute.
2.2 Notation. The following notation is used in the analysis:
L	 tether length (full)
z	 tether length (partially rewound)
x	 for a deployed tether, distance from its lower er_3 LO
the c.g. of the tether-platform-payload system
x'	 same, but to the c.g. of the tether system alone
z'	 same as x', but after partial rewinding
I.EO'hLEO radius and altitude to the initial (and final) orbit of
the tether system
MIN, 11IN Minimum radius and altitude for the Orbiter (set at 100 n.m.).
For case (a), this is also the altitude from which the Orbiter
will reenter_
AVinj 
'rm	
Shuttle velocity increments from MECO to attain parking orbit
 at hMIN' 
and for reserve and maneuvering. Taken as 92.5 m/sec.
AV tr	AV for transfer from parking orbit to tether system orbit,
at -LEO
AVdeorb
	
Deorbiting AV for Shuttle
u	 1 - e	 OMS = dV/cOMS , where cOMS	 g(Isp)OMS is the effective
jet speed for the OMS rockets (taken as 9.8x313 m/sec)
MOMS	
Mass of OMS fuel needed on the Shuttle. Limited to 24,000 lb
ML	Loaded OTV mass (including payload)
Mthrow	 Shuttle throw weight, limited to 90,000 lb. Since thetether
system is left in orbit, we take M
throw	 MOMS + L
MT	tether mass
18	 1.
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Mup , MLp	 masses of the uppCr and lower pallets at t:-he tether ends.
Mup t aken =o be 2000 Kg. r'Lp variable.
MTS - 
MT + M
up + r4Lp tether system mass
AV, i AV 2 , AV perigee, apogee and total velocity increz:nents supplied
by OTV. No change of plane assumed
i Mp 2 MOTV,s , M	 - OTV propellant, OTV structura l	-.mass and
pay	 carried payload (to Ceosynchronoass or;-it) .
(SP) -	 safety factor for tether material.	 Nominal value - 3.
1	 Q -	 break strength of tether. Taken as 1.4x1C'' N/m'
I
P -	 e2nsi.ty of tether material taken as 1440 17::g/m3
2.3.	 Discussion and Results for Case (a) (Full Throw Weigh::)
The sequence of events here is:
(a) The tether system has been orbited to the appropriate altitude
(corresponding, as will be seen, to a given tether lenngth, and
other system parameters).
(b) The Shuttle goes from MECO to parking orbit, then to :zhe tether orbit,
and docks with thZ Lower Pallet.
(c) Tether unwinds with the OTV at its end. After stabil=ization, OTV
is released.
(d) Partial rewinding of tether (to length Z < L) from the Shuttle,
then the Shuttle detaches. Rewinding completed from - -ower Pallet.
Tether s_:stem is back in original orbit.
(e) Shuttle, after detaching, is in elliptic orbit with p;--ri gee at h,,,
Deorbiting burn applied at one apogee passage.
.1
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The size of the Orbital Transfer Vehicle is here assumcd variable,
and is always selected such as to fully utilize the available throw weight
capacity:
MOMS + ML
	 (Mthrow )MAX	 (1)
The rayload, fuel and structural masses making up ML are then
apportioned according to the required AV for transfer to GEO and the
prescribed structbre/fuel ratio for the OTV. The AV itself depends on
the altitude and speed of the payload at the instant of release from
the tether; thus all of the variables interact with each other and an
iterative calculation is required. The algorithm used was as follows:
(1) Select inputs: (Mthrow ) MAX ' MShuttle,empty ' AVinj,rm
cOMS'' cOTV ' MOTV,s/MP2 , Mup , L
(2) Guess x/L , x'-x'
L
(3) EO 	Rmin + 7 L (L - xL-X )	 (from Ref. 1)
(4) f = 1 + L	 (1 - x) . p - RGEO	 n = 1 - RR
min	
v	
ue
-	 RLEO	 L	 R LEO	 LEO	 cP	 y Rmin
vcP	 l	 20 	 vcp	 I'	 / 2f
	 \lDV 1 = - J 1+n	 •v f (f+p ) - f	 JV 2
	
` 1+rl	 ` 1 - it f+p /
AV = -V1 + AV2
	 (from Ref. 2.2)
AV in ,rm	
= 
vcp a
	
= vCE 1 hmin(5) uinj,rm	
cOMS	 ^I tr r 04 2	 udeorb c OMS 4 RE
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(6) ML	
M throw MSH,E^u inj,rm + u tr + udeorb)
1 + 11 inj,rm + uEr
M
(7) MP2	
ML (1- e-AV/cOTV)	 MOTV,s	 ( MP2	 MP2
P2
Mpay ' ML - MP2 - MOTV,s
(8) Y 2 = 3 UP" = 6.14x10° (SR 	 v . M
up+ ML
Q 
LEO	
LEO	 sh
2
_^—
	
'IT
(Mup + 
ML) 1^ 
e ( 1+v)2	 (Ref. 4)
(9) MLP - 2000 + 1.5 MT
(10) MTS ML P + MT + MuP
	
'TOT MSH + M ts + MT
(11)
Ml M	 2	 ML	 MTS MSH,E + MLP + MT12
L	 MT	
\MT	
MTOT ifT 	 MSH,E
x	
ML + Mup + MT/2	 x,-X,	 1 MT(1-R,/L)
L	
MTOT	
L	 2 MTOT ML
(Ref. 2.1)
(Ref. 2.1)
(13)	 Compare to assumed values; iterate to convergence
The results of these calculations are summarized in Figs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
Fixed parameters were
hMlh = 182 Km (vcp = 7793.9 m/sec)
Mup	 - 2000 Kg	 9 SF = 3
(M throw)= 90,000 lb	 MSH,E	 80,000 KgMAX
M
p2 OTV,s/M	 = 6.826
1OMS = 313 sec
	
10TV W 460 sec
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The most Importanr.t result iL Fig.._.Iis the fact that the payload mass
MPAY decreases with t ether length L, &!-though much less than was the case
in the similar calcular-tions for Shuttle --carried  tether systems (Sec. 1).
Increasing L does alloow a reduction in ^ ,.th fuel and structural OTV masses
(seeFig.2.1),but the iancrease in required OMS Shuttle fuel is still enough
to offset these gains.	 Also shou-n in =_ t;.2.1are the tether and tether
V.
system masses; this maass is not a penalty in this case, since it will stay
in orbit. Depending o-:n tether length, the r..ass of this "mini-space station"
goes from 4000 to some 15n00 Kg. It cam also be seen that throughout the
range investigated (L _ 160 Km), the assumed OMS tankage capacity of 24,000
lb. is not exceeded.
From a fundamentz_1 point of view, the result that the payload is reduced
by the use of a tether could be antici:^_ted. In Ref.2.1 it was shown that,
to first order, the amcount of fuel use- to recover the perturbed orbit of the
tether reaction raass ar=ter payload rele_se is the same as that saved by the
payload propulsion sysr:em due to the tether boost if the two propulsion
systems have equal spec=ific i=?ulses.	 =ere we do not exactly restore the
perturbed orbit, since the Shuttle even-.'Sally reenters from an elliptic
orbit different than th ne initial, circular one. However, we can expect that
the use of the low spec._ific impulse OMS rockets to supply the required orbital
boosts for the Shuttle will always be disadvantageous when compared to the
capabilities of enlargc_3 07V engines, v=_h their higher specific impulse.
Once again, this point y at the desirabi:_ty of using high specific impulse
electric propulsion for restoring the ;,e_turbed orbits, such as discussed in
Ref. 2 . 4. Alternatively, toners can be used as supplements `o, rather than
as subbtitutes for che=_zical propulsion s=ages (see Section 2.4 of this Report)
r,
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The underlying reason for the large OMS fuel increase is Lhe need to
fly the Shuttle to higher orbits than the minim+im altitude orbit at hMIN.
This is illustrated in Fig.2.2, which shows the altitude required for the
tether system - for each tether length.
As indicated in the discussion, the tether is partially rewound from
the Shuttle before the latter detaches, in order to restore the tether syste=
to- its original orbit. Fig.2.3 snows the fraction Q/L left for autonomous
rewinding. It ran be seen in Fig.2.3 that for lengths beyond s-me 123 Km,
it becomes impossible to restore the initial tether orbit, unless some
additional unwinding ±_s done after tether release. This would probably be
only a minor difficulty, however.
Some additional calculations were performed to learn about the sensitivi.y
of these results to various parameter variations. A brief discussion is give=
of each of these
(a) Assuming the OMS system could be made to operate on LOX -LH Z fuel
(I - - 460 sec), just as the OTV itself, we find for tether lengths of 0 and
100 Km the following results:
L (Km)	 0	 100
M 
pay 
(Kg)	 12,413	 12,276
Thus, ev	 th this favorable assumption there is a slight performance
loss due to the Lether. This must be ascribed to the incomplete restoration
of the reaction mass to its initial state, i.e., the Shuttle actually takes
away some extra momentum that could have gorse to the payload.
(b) With I 04 back at 313 sec, if the upper pallet mass is increased
from 2000 to 4000 Kg, for L = 100 Km, the payload is reduced frcm 11,340 Kg
I'm
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to 11,30- Kg, while the fraction Z/L decreases substantially (from 0.948
to 0.739; .
(c) With Mup back at 2000 Kg, variations in the assumed tether safety
factor have the following effects (for L - 100 Km):
SF 2 3 4
M	 (Kg) 11,334 11,340 11,345pay
. MT (Kg) 1,932 2,929 3,946
I	 hLEJ(Km) 383.8 383 382.3
£/L 0.877 0.948 0.995
Thus, curiously enough, heavier tethers ensure higher payload mass.
(d) A similar effect was found by arbitrarily increasing the lower
pallet mass from 2000 + 1.5 MT to 4000 + 1.5 MT . This increased the
payload f_om the bas ,- value of 11,340 Kg to 11,353 Kg. At the same time
it required Q/L - 1.068 (up from 0.948).
2.4	 Disc-_ssion and Results for Case (b) (Fixed OTV)
Here the propellant and structural masses of the Orbital Transfer
Vehicle were arbitrarily fixed at the values (corresponding to one version
of the Cen:aur vehicle)
M
p Z	 OTV,s
= 10,870 Kg	 M	 = 3230 Kg
Given this condition, the largest payload to GEO can be secured by
using the full OMS fuel complement of the Shuttle, for any
 tether length
(or withou= tether). This was therefore assumed for the calculations in
r	 this section. Correspondingly, the perigee altitude of the Shuttle after
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releasing the tether is no longer constrained to be hM1N , only to be
above this level (at an altitude called hdeorb)' Also, the throw weight
is in this case below its maximum value, corresponding to the notion
of a partially loaded Shuttle.
The calculation procedure used in this case was as follows:
(1) Select fixed parameters (as in Case (a), except that MOMS'
	
Mp2 and M
OTV,s	 '	 throware fixed and M	 is not)
^
(2) Guess L , xLx^ and hdeorb
(3) 'LEO Rdeorb + 7 L (L + x1Lx')
(4) Calculate f, o , rl , AV 1 , AV 2i AV , as in case (a) 	 I
	
AVinj,rm	 _ vcP 	 vcp hdeoorb
(5) u	
r1
inj,rm	
cOMS	 utr
	
cOMS 2
	
udeorb
	
c OMS 4 E
	
(1)	 MPz	 (2) M 0*1S SH, E-M	 U deorb
	
_	 _
(6) ( )
	 AV/cOTV
	
ML	 uinj,rm + u tr	 - MSH,E
1 - e
(7) Compare ML(1) to ML (2)	 If not equal, select new hdeorb
iterate.
(8) Mpay rL. M	 Mpg - OTV,s
Steps (9) and beyond are as in Case (a). Eventually a new set of values
of L xL-x^ is generated, which must agree with the initial guess. This
is ensured by an outer iteration loop.
The results using 
MOMS	
24,000 lbs are presented in Figs. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.E
In Fig. 2.4 the essential result is the increase of M pay with tether length.
25	
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This is as expected, since the tether system acts now as a supplementarry
booster over and above the fixed OTV. The increase amounts to a 12% peF.r
100 Km of tether, and may make this a practiced option for expanding trr.e
capabilities of an otherwise fixed Space Traneiportation System.
The other masses of interest are also displayed in Fig.2.4• As
indicated, the sum of ML and MOMS never exceedr_ the maximum throw weighl.t
of 90,000 lb. Fig.2.5shows the required orbital altitude for the tether.r
system (hLEO ) and the corresponding minimum perigee (hdeorb) of the Shut.ttle-
This latter altitude is always above the minimum of 183 Km. Also, the
tether system altitude ranges from 425 to 489 Km, which is high enough to
make drag effects negligible on the orbiting system.
The partial rewinding length k is shown in Fig.2.6. In this case t-he
fraction k/L is always less than unity, which makes it always possible
to restore the tether s ystem orbit.
2.5 Summary and Conclusions
(a) Unless high specific impulse engines can be used to restore t=he
orbit of the tether platform, tethers cannot advantageously be used to -e-
place part of the chemical propulsion capacity of an OTV.
(b) For a system where the Shuttle is fully loaded with either thne
largest possible OTV, or a smaller OTV plus additional OM S fuel to reac=h a
tether system at its minimum altitude (compatible with no Shuttle reent=-y
upon release), there is a loss of 4.7% payload per 100 Km of tether.
(c) However, tethers can be used to extend the capacity of a fixe._= OTV.
For a system where the Shuttle carries a Centaur OTV, to a tether syste=m
orbiting as high as the maximum OMS fuel will allow, there is gain of !-Z.
per 100 Km of tether.
iI
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Fig. 2.2 Shuttle Altitude Loss (Left) and Tether
Parking Altitude (Right), versus Tether
Length (for case with maximum throw weight).
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Fig. 2.3 Fraction of Tether Length Left Deployed
at Shuttle Detachment (case with maximum
throw weight).
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Fig. 2.4 Case with limited OMS fuel, fixed OTV vehicle variation of
payload, loaded OTV mass and tether and tether system masses
with tether length.
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Fig. 2.5	 Tether system parking altitude (h LE?)
and lowest shuttle altitude (hdeorb
versus tether length for case
with fixed OTV, maximum OMS fuel also
shown is minimum allowable altitude.
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Fig. 2.6 Fraction of tether length left deployed
at Shuttle detachment (case with fixed
OTC and maximum OMS fuel).
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3.	 Shuttle-based Tethers for Deep Spe:ce Launch Assist
High energy, deep spacb missions, such as the :jli:eo Jupiter mission
or the potential Saturn flyby, for inst ance, stretch to the limit the ca pa-
bilities of existing launch vehicles. 	 The situation is illustrated in
Figure 3.1, where an assortment of vchi::cle payload--e erg- envelopes is
presented and a few representative miss.ion require=eats =re shown. The
quantity in the abscissa is
211E
C3 a V Z - 1
or twice the total energy in a hyperbollic geocentric -rb :t (c3 - 0 would be
the Earth-escape condition). The uotattion (EGA) in so=e of the missions
stands for Earth Gravity Assist, a maneuver that greatly lengthens the
flight time. As the figure shows, only- the modified wid-e -body Centaur can
accomplish the direct Galileo flight.	 This is the prese=t baseline for the
mission, and it does require developmer_zt and qualificati:n of the Shuttl--
compatible wide-body Centaur.
We examine in this section the pos=sible alternative of extending the
capabilities of a less powerful transfecr vehicle b y r.ean= of a tether de-
ployed from the Shuttle in a manner entirely analogous t= that discussed in
Section 1 of this Report, with the mod'__fica^ion that Gaxf=m on-board fuel
(OMS fuel) and not necessarily maximum throw weight, is :he limiting factor.
This means that a fixed OTV, smaller tt=.an could be acco.= dated by the
Shuttle's limited throw weight capabili=ty, is supple=en:=d by an on-board
tether facility instead of being replac=ed by a modified, larger mass OTV.
The length of tether to be used Is lim y =teo by either:
(a) A minimum post-release Shuttle pe r._igee of 10C n.=., or
(b) The sum of the OTV and tether fac__lities exceeding :he throw weight
limit.
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Clearly, :the extra boost (if any) to the payload due to this maneuver
will be coming fro= a acre efficient use of the OMS fuel in the Shuttle.
In a conventior.nal deployment, this fuel would fly the Shuttle as high as
possible, the COW would be released, and the momentum added to the Shuttle
itself would bee lost. The tether will transfer a part of that momentum to
the OTV, while i sending the Shuttle to a lower orbit.
3.2 Analysis. Most of the equations and concepts cf Section 1 can be
directly used Ltn this calculation. A list of Symbols is included here as
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Notation
L	 - tethe.r length
Xcg	
- for a_ deployed tether, distance from its lower end to the c.g.
of th_^.e shuttle-tether-payload system
X'cg	
- same, but to c.g of shuttle-tether system alone
RLEO	
- radiu-_s to the initial orbit of the shuttle tether-payload
syste:e=
R 	
- apoge-ee of Xcg of the shuttle-tether system after the payload
is released. (Also deorbit radius of Shuttle)
R 
	
- perig:=ee of X cg of shuttle-tether system after the payload is
relea:_sed.
MECO - radiu=s of Shuttle at MECO.
ROTS	 - radiuz..s of OTC: at the end of the fully extended tether.
R 
	 - radiu-s of Jupiter to the sun.
RE	 - radiu=s of Earth to the sun.
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MOMS - total mass of OMS propellant - constant 28,000 lbs.
MSM - structural mass of shuttle (empty)
MjOTV - total mass of OTV propellant
MsOTV - structural mass of OTV (empty)
ML	- loaded OrV mass (including payload)
MpA - payload mass
MT
	- tether mass
Mup ,Mo - masses of upper and lower pallets at the tether ends
MTotl - total mass of shuttle-ether-payload system after reaching
original orbit RLEO
Mthrow - shuttle throw weight, limited to 90,000 lbs.
Vpw	 - OTV escape velocity from earth (at RLEO)
AVinj - shuttle velocity increment to circ-ilarize after MECO
6Vtr	- shuttle velocity increment from standard minimum orbit
to desired earth orbit RLEO
AVdeo	
shuttle velocity increment to deorbit
u	 - 1 - J
-AV/c
oms = LV/c
oms	 -
coms
- g(Isp)oms a effective jet speed for OMS rockets
- g(I s )	 - effective jet speed for OTV rockets
cOTV
p OTV
AV OTV
- OTV velocity increment to escape and-enter a heliocentric orbit
to Jupiter
2uE
C3 - 2E - v 	 -	 (twice the total energy in a hyperbolic geocentricr
orbit).
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The OTV, after its releas„, produces a burn that performs an Oberth maneuver;
i ► e., it imparts to the vehicle enout;c -n excess hyperbolic energy to, not only
escape Earth's attraction, but to end er a heliocentric Holvminn transfer orbit
to Jupiter as well. The required AV is easily calculated as
OV01,V =V(AVH-  2 +
l+a 	 +.X)^^LEO
t  L -where a	 R 
XCR , vet	 ^and vLEO arr the escape and orbital velocities
LEO
at RLEO and OVH 
i 
is the hypothetical first impulse in a heliocentric Hohmann
I
transfer:
	
usun	 2p 
	
AV 
_VV 
RE (
	 Pi +1 - I)
pi=	 RJ/RE
After selecting a tether length L, thr._ calculation proceeds in an iterative
way: a guess is made of R a , the Shu::=:e post-release apogea, as well as of
the distances Xcg and Xcg- X' cg (see :'able 3.1). This is tantamount to
guessing the radius- Ra + Xcg -	 c	 to which the assumed full OMS
_	 8
fuel supply will lift the loaded Shutt_:e. It also allows calculation of
the post-release perigee Rp
	
RLEO - 1 (Xcg- Xc g ) , which should not dip
min
below 100 n.m. These data then can be used to calculate the AV values for
Shuttle injection into parking orbit.
	
for Shuttle transfer to the desired
( L EO) orbit, and for eventual deorb:=:_ng from the apogee (R a ) of the post-
release orbit. The calculations are __ in Section 1, except the ecccntricit,
c is zero in this case.
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The OTV velocity increment AV OTVcan now be calculated, as shown
before, and from the given characteristics of the OTV (Mf	, Ms
OTV	 OTV
c OTV ), the payload capacity MpA can be found. This then allows a first
calculation of the loaded OTV mass,M (I) - MpA	 s+ M	 + Mf	, and
OTV	 OTV
completes the first leg of the iteration. For a separate calculation of
ML , we first evaluate the tether and tether system masses using the
equations of Secs. 1 and 2, and impose the condition that the full OMS
fuel MOMS is burnt:
^2) = MOMS	 (MTs + MSH)(p inj + 11 t + udeorb)
Vinj + utr
If M (2` and 11(1) do not coincide, a new value of Ra is selected,
and Xcg and X I are updated using their definitions (see Eq.(12) of
Sec.2).
The fixed parameters used in the calculations were:
hmin
	
182 Km	 cOMS = 3,038 m/sec
Mup	 = 2000 Kg	 R
meco 
= 6479.3 Km
MOMS
	 - 28,000 lb
	
Vmeco = 7796 m/sec
MsH (-mpty) = 80,000 kg	 OVinj = 92 m/sec
3.3 Results
Four different versions of the Centaur vehicle were examined. Their
characteristics are listed in Table 3.2. The results are presented graphi-
cally versus tether length in Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. In these
graphs, the line corresponding to each OTV is truncated at the point
where the post-release perigee dips to 182 Km.
Figure 3.2 shows that the payload capability of each of the vehicles
examined can be increased by about the same amount (, 400 Kg) before the
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Table 3.2 Comparison of Centaur Versions
rF
14.6 FT
T.	 j 	 I
1	 +	 ^	 T
31 FT.	 36 FT. i	 i 23 FT.	 33 FT.	 ^•I	 ^	 I .
I	 +	 ^,
L D-1T	 D-1S.'-I:	 RC	 RLTC
_Total Dry Weight, lb 4,028 5,018 4,995 5,510
Liftoff Weight, lb 43, 77G 46,287 59,73X 65,000
Installed Length, ft 31 35 * 28** 33
Nlax Diameter, in. 126 126 176 174
Payload to Sync Eq, lb 7,40-1 41096* 4,581 4.500
Nominal Solo night, hr 6.9 24 30 36
Number of Burns 4 5 5 (i
Percentage Existing Hardware
 100 85 69 , 50
Propellant Capacity, lb 30,000 290000 47,000 5" 0-00
Mixture Ratio 6.0:1 b; 8:1 5.8 : 1 5.0:1
Iap$ see 444 439.8 439.8 444
Doiloff Vontod t lb 187 298 468 661
Pressurization, lb Ileliwn 14 18 amb 15 amb 28 eryo
Chilldown and Sutrt LosKes,
lb 02 & 112 416 175 188 210
ACPS Propellants, lb 482 H2 O2 626 H 2O2 482 H2 O2 690 N2H4
Cumputer Memory, k b•ts 16 24 24 48 (-xiple)
Guidance Updato N. A. Ground Ground Autonomous
Eluctrical Power Batteries Batteries Fuel Cell Fuel Cell
Roliabl'tty 0.984 solo 0.951 • 0. -1 7 Solo 0.9751
Development Cost, 2.t$ 75 63.3 77.2** 122
Production Unit Croat, MS 5.2 8.1 8.5 11.9
taunch (Turnaround), N1$ 1. 1 1.7 0.9 1.2
* A 22-toot version is included for 35-foot payloads
**With Kick Stage
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perigee limit is encountered. In terms of percentage, the largest effect
is on the smallest vehicle, the D-1S(R), where'a 34% extra is achieved.
Notice that, in this calculation, the RC and RLTC versions are always
capable of delivering the approximately 2500 Kg Galileo payload, while the
D-1S(3) is always below this :apability. The D-1T version has a payload
capacity of 2000Kg with no tether, but is very close to achieving the re-
quired payload with full tether length (172 Km).
These results are, however, put in perspective by Fig. 3.3, where the
resulting throw weights are displayed. The larger versions (RLTC and RC)
exceec the 40900 Kg limit as soon as the tether system is added to the
Shuttle (in fact, the RLTC seems to exceed it even without the tether
facility). The smaller vehicles, however, allow lengths on the order of
110-120 Km before this limit is met. With this restriction (which is shown
by a -ark on the corresponding lines in Fig. 3.2), the payload increase for
both the D-1T and the D-1S(R) is 280 Kg. Any future relaxation of the throw
weight limit would be clearly beneficial to the tether assist concept.
Notice that, although the non-zero mass of the tether facility at zero tether
length is clearly visible in the throw weight graphs in Fig. 3.3, no such
jump is apparent in the payloads shown in Fig. 3.2. In fact, there is some
decrease of payload due to this fixed weight, but it is too small to matter.
Basically, this extra weight restricts the achievable Shuttle height, but does
not reduce its stored momentum, which is partially imparted to the OTV by the
tether. Also, the direct effect of a variation in release height for this
inter-lanetary launch is minimal .
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show the evolution of loaded OTV mass and tether-related
masse=, respectively.
40 C
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In conclusion, then, a Shuttle on-board tether _L4- — LL. I%It .•t: UOWtA
increase the Galileo payload of the existing Centaur ve:1 4-cle by some 280 Kg,
limited by the gross payload bay load allowable. Thais figure can be taken
as a first approximation for other high energy missicoas, such as Saturn
flyby or Tempel-2 rendezvous.
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Fig. 3.2	 Payload versus tether length
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Fig. 3.5	 Tether and tether system cashes versus tether length
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4.	 Tether Servicing of Intermediate Altitude Satellites
4.1 Introduction
Currently, intermediate altitude satellites (400-1000 Km), such as
earth observation satellites (EO), cannot be serviced easily by the
Shuttle, since it is only capable of reaching low orbits (LEO). It would
be necessary therefore either to send up a repair/refurbishment vehicle
from LEO, or use the propulsion unit on the EO satellite itself to bring
it down to a reachable orbit. There may be an alternate method of re-
trieving and servicing satellites, however. This is the concept of de-
ploying a tether from a vehicle or space station in low orbit to rendezvous
with the EO satellite in a higher orbit.
A key feature of such a system is the fact that orbits precess about
the earth's spin axis because of earth oblateness effects, and this preces-
sion rate is a function of orbital altitude. Thus, a station in LEO will
precess more rapidly than a satellite at an intermediate (higher) altitude,
and the orbital planes will coincide only when the lines of nodes (defined
by Q) are superimposed (assuming identical inclinations). See Figure 4,1.
This property can be exploited most effectively if there is a family of
satellites to be refurbished at identical orbital inclinations, but different
0 and possibly different altitudes (H). A single station could then be used
to sequentially service each satellite in turn, by precessing until the
orbital planes coincide and retrieving the satellite by means of a tether
extended up to the proper altitude.
1
..
precession
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Figure 4.1 Definition of Terms
Two sample systems of practical interest are the following:
(a) Servicing of sun synchronous, earth observation satellites in high
inclination orbits.
(b) Tending of science or commercial satellites (autonomous material
processing, fabrication of pharmaceuticals . . . ) by a mannf!A space
station. This would probably be in a low inclination orbit (say
2R_5°).
i I
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do/orb - 3n J 2
 A) cos i
P
where
	 J2 - 2nd order coef. in Legendre series
For Earth's gravitational potential
F	 - earth radius
P	 - semilatus rectum - r (for circular orbit) - R E + II
H	 = altitude
i	 = inclination
To obtain a time rate of precession, this expression must be divided
by the orbital period of the satellite in circular orbit at altitude H:
3	 (^+H)3
F = 2n u	 2n	 u
:-ith the result
-7/2
dt-	 (9.98°/day) cos 1 (1 + H )
-igure 4.2 illustrates this relationship of precession rate to altitude for
carious inclinations. There are a few things to note from this graph:
- All of the precession rates are quite slow, the maximum being
only - 10°/day.
- The greater the inclination, the lower the precession rate.
- The higher the altitude, the lower the precession rate, at any
given inclination.
- Sun synchronous satellites are those which precess around the earth.
at the same rate as the iarth orbits around tale sun. This gives a
precession rate of 360°/365 days = 0.99°/day. Only satellites with
orbital inclinations between 96° and 100° can achieve this precession
rate, and the necessary orbital altitude is very strongly dependent
on inclination.
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The differential precession rate of two orbits of the same iinelination,
but differing in mean altitude by All can be obtained to first grader by differ-
entiation of the dQ/dt expression;
- 9/2
ddt
SI)
cos= - 34.93	
	
1 (1 + R
F	
)
i	 E
Also, the angle AO between the orbital planes of the same in-clination
 r
i, but with nodal longitudes different by AQ is A 	 = (An) sin i	 Thus,
although the orbital precession is fastest for near-equatorial or_bits,- the
rate of relative rotation of the orbits at their crossing is proF^ortional
to (sin i)(cos i), and is maximum at i - 45°.
Notice, finally, that the orbital precession rate depends or.. eccentricity
only through The semilatus rectum p = a(l-e 2 ). For any near-Eart=h orbit of
interest, e < 0.05 and the effect of eccentricity can be ignorec -, if the
mean radius is used for a.
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4.3 Servicing of Sun Synchronous Satellites
Consider the following system:
o A sun-synchronous (SS) satellite with	 i = 98° , H - 700 km
o A repair/refurbishment retrieval station with tether,
at i = 98 0 , H = 400 km.
Assume both orbits are circular or near-circular: The difference in
precession rate between these orbits is (according to Figure 4.2);
A (dQ/dt) = 0.10/day
The time period between one superposition of the orbital planes and the
following one (360° later) is:
0
T	 0.16
/day = 3600 days = 10 years
This is much too long a period between visits, for this to be a practical
system. The problem is due to the fact that the curve of precession rate
vs. altitude is very flat for i = 98°. As a result, the difference in p re-
cession rate between the two satellites is simply too small to be practical.
Things are different however for lower inclination orbits.
4.4	 Servicing of Science Platforms in Low Inclination Orbits.
Consider the following system:
• A science platform in an intermediate orbit with i = 28.5`,
H=800 km
• A (manned) space station in LEO with i	 28.5°, and H = 400 km
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From Figare 4.2, we can see that we have the following difference in
precession rates for these 2 satellites:
dt ) = - 5.8 - (- 7.1) - 1.3°/day
With this differential in precession rate, it will take much less time for
the kwoorbits, initially with same Q and i, to repeat this configuration:
0
T = 1.33600 =2
77 days = 9 months
If the satellite is at 700 Km, the revisiting time interval is about
1 year. This seems very reasonable as a time period between refurbishment
visits for many types of scientific platforms.
If one now augmented the system by putting multiple platforms in orbit
at the same inclination (i = 28.5°), but different 0, one could use the
same space station to sequentially precess into position under each platform
and service it. For example, 3 platforms, spaced with A.'^ = 120° between
each, could be serviced - one every 3-4 months. Of course, one could also
think of more complicated systems consisting of multiple satellites at
multiple altitudes (but all at the same inclination), all being serviced by
the same space station which might be kept busy almost full time reeling
spacecraft in and out.
An alternative system which may offer advantages would consist of a space
station placed in an eccentric orbit selected such that the end of a radial
tether deployed outwards from it would travel at apogee at the same altitude
and at the same speed as the satellite to be serviced. As was mentioned in an
earlier section, this slight eccentricity would not affect significantly the
precession rate for a given LH. However, as we will se in what follows that
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:hie scheme requires a higher mean al-'tit::.ie for the platform in order to
maintain a reseorable perigee height.	 'Thus. the ti-we between re-visits
must be longer in this case.
In the followin g sections we expi, lore in a preliminary way the dynamics
of these systems, with particular attzention to the rendezvous requirements.
4.5	 Rendezvous Dynamics for a Circuilar Flatfcrm Orbit
The exact rendezvous dynamics orf the ens' of the tether are beyond the
scope of this report, but a few prelimminary calculations can help quantify
potential problems.
One first requirement for a rencdezvous is that the tether station and
the satellite must be on the same radiial vector fro- the Earth, at the time
of the transfer. Normally, this wouldl n,t be the case when the orbital planes
line up (once every 9-12 months). Hut,	 t_is przble= can be solved by expending
some energy before rendezvous to 'wall_.' the up7er, low-mass satellite along
its orbital path so that it is in posi_tien when ren.'.ezvous is attempted.
This translation along the orbit d.es not entail a large fuel expen-
diture. as time can he easily trcded o cff for L.. A small AV I modifies the
orbital semimajor axis according tov^- 1
	 2 s8	 and since the orbital period
i
varies as TT - —a	we obtain L	 - 3 ``	 As an example. a 10 m/sec
impulse will lead to TT -,^ . implying that a char g e in position by half
a revolution within the orbit call
	
r-eriormed in	 120 orbits (about 1 week).
Of course a recircularizing AV ? of 10 m/sec is necessar y at the end of the
maneuver, for a total AV of 20 m/sec.
11
^j
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Another requiirc- ent for a successful rendezvous is that the velocity of
the end of the tettther be ma tchec to that of the satellite for a brief moment
G 1 minute), so th_rtat docking can occur smoothly. Assuming the length of the
tether can be accur;rately controlled (radial velocity), there are 2 components
that have to be cor-insidered: (a) velocity along orbital path; and (b) out-of- "
plane velocity due to a difference in orbital inclination.
(a) Velocities alo.ong orbital path -
V2
V	 ^ X L	 tether length
i	
v4
^ M
In order to ma=_ch forward velocities, a combination of two techniques
can be used. First_, the tether _s reeled in and out ahead of time so that
it starts libiating • with a fairl; large amplitude. 	 Thus rendezvous is
timed such that the tether end reaches maximum backswing velocity when the
docking occurs. The.= remaining velocity difference (if any) can then be
provided by a propu`sion unit or. the teleoperator at the end of the tether.
M
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This remaining AV can be found as follows:
• if the tether were not librating, the velocity at the tip would be:
Vt - (R + L) wi - (R + L) R
• but the natural in-plane libration of the tether can be written:
	
m a ain ^ t	 ,	 wiiere a - amplitude of dwing
	
^ I ^ i - a 13' MR3 	 /L
Max
o at the peak of the backswing, the tether tip velocity is thus:
Vt - (R + L) R3 - a L f 3 R3
o this is to be compared with the circular velocity at the higher orbit:
XL
uLVZ 
	 -	 R (1 - Z R)
o the remaining aV \excess forward velocity of the tether teleoperator)
is therefore:	 -
a^ -ti t -^^: -L
	 -R, (-z y 3+3)
	
^e t: c.:cos	 ^:	 •1. 3" r ad) . this can he .-ade as s-a 11 as
000-;car	 -.:^•	 ic:..al.. ^r :';.s _)	 .:brat:on a-al.:ude needs to he
r:.::a:.	 a,sestie...	 -'ie :e..:e. : gin,:: n ., lar:e in _he cases considered
so no -s'or d •:na-ic pro !-51e-s are	 :e expecte,i: ':owe y er, the tethers are
also .-er-:-.assi•:e at t^ese lenct^s, and reelinc then repeatedly in and
out may pose operational problens.
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A more detailed analysis can be made tto estimate the length of time
available for docking. At a time t measured3 from the peak of the back-
swing speed, the excess t.eleoperator velocitty is
6V - SIL [ 2 - a v73- c -0s (.	 t)]
= QL(2 - a r3- - a 
r32? t2]
where 0 - K3 and a small angle expansion hnas been used. It is instructive
to represent the behavior of this relative r motion in a phase plane with 6V
as the ordinate and dx - I(M dt as the absczissa. here we assume that the
libration has been properly phased, such thazt maximum backswing velocity
occurs at the time of perfect radial alignment.
Fig. 3.shows a schematic of this beh&viaor. Case 2 is that just examined,
when perfect rendezvous is achieved at one I--articular time (t = 0 in our scale).
Case 1 corresponds to excess libration ampli ztude a; the teleoperator first
passes the satellite at A, slows down and re ,-verses velocity at B, passes
the satellite again k't;;is time going backwarTds) at C, reverses once more at
D and passes the satellite one last time at . A. The parameters of these key
points are easily found to be
Point A:	 Svt = +	 3 avr3- - 3/2 ; dV
	 ^) PL
3/2 a^
3/2
2 (x.1-3 - 3/2)
''oints B, D : S2t - + 3x	 _
3/2 of 
	 -	
3 (3/2 i^)1/2 L
(upper sign for B, low- •er sign for D)
dVPoint C :	 Ot - 0	 = - (a 33 - 2) 5:^:,
Case 3: a < 23
..
sX
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Fig. 4.3 Relative velocity versus separation along
flight path between tether teleoperator
and satellite.
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Cu_-re rramber 3 corresponds to insufficient libration. The relative
veloc=it'r re sins positive throughout, and the teleoperator passes the
satelllite at E with dV - (2 - a^ ) QL.
It is clear that a proper choice of excess libration (curve 1) will
provide the longest residence time in the vicinity of the satellite. For
example. the time to "loop" around the origin (time between passes through
point= A) is
	
At = 5222
	
2(1 - 2a )
and t=he maximum distance during this looping is OB, or
Ax - (3) 3/2 a^ (1 - 2a ) 3/2 L =	 3 
(1 2a )3/2 L
where a =
	
has been used in an insensitive place. Elimination of a
gives the relationship
At = 2V-2- ( r3 Ax )1/3
	
S2	 2	 L
Fc - an orbital angular velocity SZ = 10 -3 rad/sec and if the tether
i	 lengt_n is L - 300 Km, we calculate At = 100 sec if Ax = 10 m. , and
At = 50 Sec if Ax = 1.25 m. This seems to ensure an adequate time in
'	 the nceig=borhood of the satellite, probably sufficient for latching to it
using to =inal fine control and some form of manipulator arm.
Tr= require excess libration can now be calculated from the At
expre_ss_:n; we find in our example, for At = 100 sec , a = z (1 + 1.2x10-3 ),
namel!-:, = 0.12% excess amplitude. The maximum relative velocity during
this -rcTimity loop occurs at A; using the given expressions, this is 1.1
m/sec fc- Lt - 10) sec and 0.28 m/sec for At - 50 sec.
L^
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(b) Out -of-plane velocities -
One can obtain an estimate of how much prop ,Dulsive capability is
necessary on the teleoperator at the end of the tetheer to take care of small
inaccuracies in orbital inclination.
•	 ^ (tc^htr - erd velar{^ ) r
^^	 ^% (catttl^l^t-e v'e.lotay 1
We have:	 AV = V2 . Ai
Thus, for example, to be able to tolerate a Ai - 1% at H - 800 ion,
would need the following AV capability:
AV - FOR! 1 180 - 130 m/sec.
Alternatively, given a AV capability, one can easily calculate the allowable
error in i.
Note: The natural out-of-plane libration motion of th re e tether is not
exploited here, because it cannot be excited simply I;,v reeling tether in
and out, as with in-plane librations. Of course, an oscillation will occur
after a LTV is applied to end of tether as above.
If an inclination error is unavoidable, it appe,ez rs that only an
appropriate propulsion capability on the teleoperator-- can compensate for
it. Assuming for example a 1° inclination error (13C r-/sec cross-range
relative velocity), the mass; of hydrazine required tc be burned assuming
a teleoperator mass of 1000 kg is
M = M AV - 1000x130 = 58 Kg
p	 c	 2230
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If this is used in a 2 min. burn, a tarust of 240 lb results.
Hydrazine thrusters in this range are readily available. Note that it
would then be necessary to apply a similar stabilizing impulse to eliminate
lateral libration after the maneuver is completed.
i
•	 4.6
	 Orbital and Rendezvous Dynamics for the Case of an Elliptic Platform
Orbit.
r
Consider a satellite in a circular orbit at R s , to be serviced by a
platform in an elliptic orbit with apogee at R  and perigee at R p , by means
of a tether of length L. The relationship between R  , R  , Rs and L can
be found by expressing that the teleoperator at the tether end reaches R s	 I
at apogee:
Rs = Ra + L
	 (4.6-1)
and that it has there the orbital speedj Rs	Including the small
contribution from the forced libration due to eccentricity (a forward
velocity which peaks at apogee with the value 2ew 
orb Q , we can write
Rs	u	 2Rp	 + 2 Rs -L -Rp	
I
8U	
L
Rs Rs-L	 Rs-L Rs -L+Rp	Rs -L +RpV( s -L + Rp)
If we expand to 2nd order in L/Rs and (Rs -Rp )/Rs , this expression
can be reduced to.
Rs—R = 7 (R ) - 6 (F )
s	 s	 s
(notice chat without the libration contribution the (-6) coefficient
wcu'd have become (-30), which amounts in typical cases to a 3/4%
difference).
(4.6-2)
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Thee perigee R  for the platform is to be selected on the basis of
the usur-al trad "ff between performance and lifetime. 7n this applica-
tion, a lower perigee would allow more rapid differential orbital pre-
cession,., as well as lower AV for each Shuttle visit, but would eventually
i
lead to unacceptably high drag. We tal.e here the approach of selecting
•	 a perigeeje height t at would guarantee [*,-e same orbital lifetime as a
•	 circular: orbit at 400 Km altitude, a value that has been found to be a
good commpromise in z=pace station studies.
Frc•om the theory of parameter perturbations (Ref. 4.1), and after
averagin.ng over one orbit, the rates of change of semimajor axis and 	 I
eccentricity due to a specific force f along the trajectory are
d[ 2f a
3/2
r
	
I de = fe
	 adt r
and, by uivision,
dR.ne - 1/2
,Rna
and sinc=e RP
 = a(l-e),
dA	
da _ 	de _	 _ 3e	 da
_ (1-e) dt
	
a dt
	
(1	
2 ) dt
Giv-:en the nor == 1 drag uncertainties, we will simply use	
_ da
dt	 dt
for the rate of pe-:gee variation. Following Ref. 4.2, with miror
dimplifi_:ations, t-.e effect of drag on semimajor axis is
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AC	 _ ea
dt - - 2	 Ua pp 2M e	 h [ 10 (h ) + 2e 11 ( ) ]	 (4.6-3)
where pp is the air density at perigee, A is the frontal area,
CD the drag coefficient, and M the mass of the vehicle, h is the
local. atmospheric scale height, defined by
R-R
—p
P = p e	 h	 (4.6-4)
p
and Io and I 1 are the Bessel functions of imaginary argument.
Notice that, although e << 1 in our case, the grouph is not small.
Using the typical scale height h = 40 Km (valid at about 400 Km
altitude),
h = 0.02 x 1 400  - 3.5
This allows us to use the asymptotic approximations (for x >> 1)
e_x 
I o(x) = e-x Ii(x) - 1/
and, neglecting 2e vs. 1,
da	 _ h ppAC D	 ea » 1)	 (4.6-5)
(dt )	 ^2ne	 M	 ( h
elliptic
On the other hand, for a circular orbit, from Eq. (4.6-3)
_ p
(La	 - 3ua -^AC—	 (e = 0)	 (4.6-6)
dt
circ.
Thus, the elliptic orbit will have the same lifetime as the circular
orbit if their respective perigee densities are related as
(Pp ) ell. - J27
ea 	(4.6-1)(p )	 h
p circ.
tA
5,
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which lea.-ads to a perigee altitude given by
RP - Rc - h £u(	 2Tr n )	 (4.6 - 8)
	Takiing R 	 6370 + 400 Km, h - 40 Km, e - 0.C2, a 	 Rc
we calcul.late R - 6370 + 3!-9 Km - or altitude hP - 340 Km.p
Once= the staticn perigee is fixed, the tether length L follows
from the velocity condition already derived (Eq. 4.6-2). For h  - 340 yn,
Table 4.1- lists the results for various altitudes of the satellite to he
serviced.
	
Table 41.	 Tether Length, Station Apogee and Station Mean Altitude
versus Satellite Altitude (all for h - 340 Kin)
	
h s (Km)	 530	 600	 700	 800	 900
L	 (Km)	 22.9	 37.3	 51.0	 66.2	 30.5
	
} _(Km)	 477	 564	 648	 734	 820
^(h y+ hd(K=)	 394	 452	 454	 537	 580
Noti=ce the short length of the required tethers. This is a definite
advantage for the eccentric platform scheme, together with the fact that
no large amplitude induced libration is required. On the other hand, the
mean alti==ude (4th row in Table 4.1) is relatively large for each satellite
radius.	 --his has tw:) unfavorable comsequences;
(a) y reduction of thF differential preceEsion rate.
(b) An increase of the LV required to rea--h the s^atiou from,
.or instance, the Shuttle parking or?iit.
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Regarding the first point, the re-visiting period is listed in Table 4.2
for the same conditions as Table 4.1:
ha (km)	 500	 600	 700	 800	 900
Re-visit time (days)	 923	 687	 501	 409	 346
Table 4.2
-With respect to the second point, notice chat the least total AV
required to transfer from a parking orbit at R0 (with orbital velocity
vco ) to one with apogee R  and perigee R  is, to first order
R + R -2R
AV - vco a 4 R
	
0	 (4.6-9)
0
so that reaching the(Rp , R a ) orbit involves the same fuel expenditure
R + K
as reaching a circular orbit at R  = a 2 p
With reference to the last row of Table 4.6-1, this means an "equivalent"
circular orbit of 494 Km for a satellite at 700 Km altitude, for example.
Such high orbits strain the payload capacity of the present :.huttle.
4.7	 Logistics of Servicing. Once the satellite is engaged by the tele-
operator, at least two options are available.
(a) Retrieve the tether with the satellite for refurbishment on the
space station. This implies a minimum of a few days to weeks before the
satellite can be returned to its altitude, and so a relatively large change
in line-of-nodes orientation will result (10-30 0 ). This voy or may not be
critical, depending on the application. If the system being serviced con-
sists of a constellation of identical, equally spaced (in longitude)
satellites, a possible strategy would be to have one extra satellite and
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to schedule maintenance such that each satellite is retrieved, serviced
and returned to the next longitude, where the next satellite is now picked
up for service.
(b) Alternatively, the teleoperator could be upgraded to a repair
station, possibly manned, and the servicing operations could be all performed
%-bile the satellite is ccnnected to the tether, but at its own altitude.
r
This would have the effect of saving one full up-down tether cycle (with
the associated savings in energy and system wear), and would materially
reduce the time to satellite redeployment. The chanbe in orientation of the
line of nodes may then be only a few degrees, and may be tolerable for most
systems.
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